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Abstract

MECHANISMS OF PROMOTER-LEVEL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Felix H. Lam

Erin K. O'Shea

In eukaryotes, chromatin has long been known both to compact DNA into the

nucleus and control gene expression by limiting the accessibility of transcription

factors to their cognate sequences. We establish in this study that promoter

chromatin architecture, defined as the binding affinity and regulated exposure of

DNA cis-regulatory motifs, determines a gene's quantitative transcriptional output

in response to variable environmental stimulus. Specifically, we demonstrate in the

context of the S. cerevisiae phosphate response (PHO) pathway that the affinity of the

exposed transcription factor binding site sets a fundamental promoter threshold

which determines quantitative attributes of steady-state and kinetic behavior.

Furthermore, occluded motifs serve to influence the maximum possible promoter

output. By strategically exposing motifs of a specific affinity and obstructing others,

this mechanism decouples the threshold of activation from dynamic range such that

a spectrum of induction levels is possible with the same amount of input signal.

Chromatin architecture thus enables multiple interpretations of the same cellular

state, and as such, represents a novel form of promoter-level signal processing.

In addition to deliberate placement of binding sites relative to nucleosomes,

proper signal processing may require the contribution of additional factors that
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recognize the same sites in order to reduce variability in gene expression. We

demonstrate that deletion of a transcriptional repressor known to co-regulate PHO

genes abolishes the well-behaved quantitative promoter response such that

transcriptional noise is greatly increased and induction heterogeneity is observed

under specific conditions. The interplay of multiple activities competing for the

same motifs may be a general scheme used by promoters to elicit quantitatively

correct physiological responses.

With consensus sites common to different transcription factors ubiquitous in

the genome, how a transcription factor selectively targets particular promoters may

now be explained by two mechanisms. Firstly, this study suggests that chromatin

may restrict accessibility to a significant fraction of sites. Secondly, for motifs that

are exposed, recognition of incorrect promoters may be prevented by having sites

pre-bound by other proteins. Gene-specific induction can then be accomplished

through exploiting differences in binding affinity and competitive displacement.

£-ºy--
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CHAPTER I

Negative regulation of transcription by chromatin
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Chromatin structural hierarchy. The negative regulation of transcription in

eukaryotes by chromatin operates on distinct length scales that correlate with the

structural organization of the genome. At the lowest level, approximately 150 bp

segments of DNA are coiled around histone octomers, a protein complex comprising

two copies each of the core histones — H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 [1]. Repetitions of

this nucleosomal unit, separated by stretches of naked or linker DNA, give rise to

the “beads on a string" metaphor first invoked to describe electron micrographs of

purified chromatin.

At the next step up in the physical hierarchy, groups of nucleosomes are

condensed into 30 nm chromatin fibers in a solenoid or zig-zag arrangement [1]. In

budding yeast S. cerevisiae, approximately 7-10 consecutive nucleosomes are

assembled into 11 nm units (e.g., one helical turn) of the larger 30 nm structure [2].

In higher eukaryotes, formation of fibers is likely partially mediated through in trans

interactions of histone H1. As a linker histone that is positioned either at the

periphery of or between octomer core particles, its depletion from natural chromatin

preparations promotes unraveling of fibers into mononucleosomal (i.e., beads-on-a-

string) units [3]. However, as histone H1 has not been found to occur in S. cerevisiae

[4], condensation is also thought to be mediated through direct nucleosome

nucleosome interactions. Post-translational modifications (e.g., acetylation) of the

unstructured amino-terminal tails of the core histones have been shown to control

higher order folding [5, 6].



Modes of transcriptional repression. Regulation of gene activity is also stratified

along length scales that correlate with different levels of the structural hierarchy. At

the chromosome level, chromatin condensation prior to cell division is driven by

binding of the condensin complex across the genome to heterochromatic regions

(e.g., centromeres and telomeres), ultimately playing an integral role in the

formation of mature sister chromatids [7, 8). In addition, or perhaps related to,

participating in cell cycle control, condensin also regulates recombination rates of

the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) array in yeast with implications on the modulation of

cellular aging [9].

At the sub-chromosome level, transcriptional silencing refers to the heritable

formation of regional heterochromatin such that RNA polymerase II or III

dependent genes are rendered transcriptionally inactive in a location-specific, and

not promoter-specific, manner [10]. It was generally believed that repression

stemmed from tightly compacted DNA such that both larger multimeric complexes

and smaller enzymatic probes were similarly obstructed. However, more recent

evidence suggests that accessibility remains essentially unchanged from the pre

silenced state, and rather, that the occupancy of transcription machinery at the

promoter is significantly reduced [11].

In yeast, silencing mechanisms have been studied extensively at three

regions: the telomeres, rDNA array, and HMR/HML mating loci. The Sir complex,

and specifically the Sir2 subunit, is responsible for deacetylating histone H3 and H4

tails. Furthermore, it is thought to operate in a nucleation and oligomerization

manner such that repeated rounds of deacetylation can spread silencing in cis at



scales of up to 10 kb [12].

Boundary or insulator elements that protect a gene from heterochromatin

formation have been identified. Generally, they represent binding sites for a

diversity of proteins such as Rap1, Tbf1, or Reb1 that are, for example,

transcriptional activators or repressors of telomere elongation [13].

At the gene level, transcriptional repression by nucleosomes is largely

thought to occur through limiting accessibility of the transcription machinery. This

view is supported by in vitro studies showing the ability of histone octomers to

hinder the initiation of RNA polymerase [14], as well as in vivo experiments showing

ectopic up-regulation of genes following the inducible depletion of histones [15].

Furthermore, genome-wide studies demonstrate a high correlation between

nucleosome loss and active promoter regions [16, 17].

The tagging of specific promoters for removal of nucleosomes is achieved

through post-translational modifications within a small, basic stretch in the amino

terminal tail of core histones. The variety of modifications, along with multiple

acceptor amino acid positions, results in combinatorics that portend an astronomical

increase in the information content encodable at promoters beyond DNA sequence.

This histone epigenetic code remains controversial and has yet to be deciphered, as

similar markings are found in both silent heterochromatic and active euchromatic

regions [18].

While phosphorylation, methylation, and ubiquitination are all

experimentally verified histone tags, acetylation is likely the best understood.

Generally, hyperacetylation of histones leads to gene activation while deacetylation
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to transcriptional repression and silencing. Indeed, microarray-based chromatin

immunoprecipitation studies in yeast have shown a significant positive correlation

between transcriptional activity and acetylation of histone H3 in the cognate

intergenic regions [19]. Furthermore, heterochromatic and transcriptionally silenced

regions such as telomeres correlate strongly with deacetylation [20]. However, an

increasing amount of genome-wide data on acetylation patterns, especially on

specific histone residues, have also shown opposite correlations. Thus, additional

information may indeed be encoded in combinatorial patterns [19, 21].

A mechanistic link between acetylation and gene activation was elusive until

it was shown that the Gcn5 transcriptional activator in yeast has a histone

acetyltransferase (HAT) activity necessary for transcription [22]. However, as acetyl

groups by themselves are energetically insufficient to displace nucleosomes,

chromatin remodeling complexes such as SWI/SNF and RSC were discovered that

derive energy from ATP hydrolysis to physically disrupt DNA-nucleosome

interactions [23].

Working in opposition to HATs and chromatin remodelers are histone

deacetylases (HDAC) such HDA1, RPD3, HOS1, HOS2, and HOS3, and histone

chaperones that function to reassemble nucleosomes onto DNA. Interestingly,

histone chaperones by themselves are not capable of establishing properly-spaced

nucleosomal arrays. Thus, native nucleosome positioning requires additional

energy-dependent chromatin remodeling activities [24]. As with most biological

processes, these sets of opposing activities are dynamic and maintained at a

physiologically-deliberate balance point. In this case, they are tuned to minimize
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CHAPTER II

Signal processing by promoters is governed by the

affinity and accessibility of cis-regulatory sequences



Summary

Nucleosomes restrict the accessibility of DNA binding proteins to their

cognate sequences, influencing gene expression. We demonstrate that the affinity

and accessibility of transcription factor binding sites are the primary determinants of

a gene's quantitative physiological response function, capable of generating distinct

expression outputs in response to an identical upstream signal. This promoter

design principle is sufficiently general to predict the steady-state and kinetic

behavior of target genes regulated by the S. cerevisiae phosphate-responsive

signaling pathway. As a mechanism for allowing multiple interpretations of the

same cellular state, the interplay of chromatin architecture and binding site affinity

represents a form of promoter-level signal processing.
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Introduction

In addition to mediating the physical compaction of chromosomal DNA in

eukaryotes, nucleosomes impact gene expression by regulating the accessibility of

DNA binding proteins to their cognate sites in the genome [1, 26, 27]. Large-scale

characterization of nucleosome positioning in S. cerevisiae has revealed a stereotyped

promoter organization in which a nucleosome-free region is present within several

hundred base pairs upstream of the translational start site [16,28]. Many

transcription factors bind sites within nucleosome-free regions and nucleate

chromatin remodeling events which then expose other cis-regulatory elements

[29-31]. However, it is unclear how the accessibility and affinity of binding sites

ultimately affect a promoter's quantitative physiological response function (i.e., gene

expression as a function of environmental stimulus), and more generally, what

influence chromatin has on the processing of cellular signals.

Target genes of the well-characterized budding yeast phosphate-responsive

(PHO) signaling pathway exhibit differential regulation, making this an excellent

model system with which to study signal processing by promoters. Yeast cells sense

changes in extracellular inorganic phosphate (P) availability and modulate the

activity of a protein kinase, Pho&0-Pho&5, which in turn regulates the

phosphorylation state and activity of the transcription factor Pho4 to control

expression of phosphate-responsive genes [32]. Pho.4 is phosphorylated, localized to

the cytoplasm, and inactive when cells are grown in phosphate-rich medium. It is

unphosphorylated, concentrated in the nucleus, and active when cells are starved



for phosphate [33, 34]. Despite being controlled by the same transcription factor, the

target PHO5 is predominantly repressed in intermediate (~100 um) phosphate

conditions while PHO84 is significantly induced [35]. It is unlikely that differential

expression is a result of differences in binding site affinity, since DNA sequence

analysis reveals that both promoters contain a combination of high and low affinity

Phoº binding sites with no clear patterns distinguishing the two [36-38]. To account

for this differential expression behavior, we hypothesized that chromatin may

influence gene expression by differentially regulating the accessibility of Pho4

binding sites in the PHO5 and PHO84 promoters.
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Results

Promoter variants. To investigate the effects of transcription factor motif exposure

and binding affinity on steady-state and kinetic attributes of gene expression, we

constructed haploid S. cerevisiae strains containing variants of the PHO5 promoter

driving transcription of a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene from the

native chromosomal locus (Fig. 2.1). We chose PHO5 because it is a well-studied

model of promoter activation — it contains five positioned nucleosomes (numbered

-5 to -1), a low affinity binding site (CACGTTt) for PhoA in the nucleosome-free

region, and a high affinity Pho.4 site (CACGTGg) occluded under nucleosome -2

[38-40). Under conditions of phosphate starvation, nucleosomes -4 to -1 are

displaced and PHO5 transcription is induced [41,42]. We manipulated the

accessibility of Pho4 binding sites by re-locating motifs into and/or out of

nucleosomal regions. To determine if these mutations perturb the native PHO5

chromatin structure, we mapped nucleosome positions in the PHO5 promoter

variants by isolating mononucleosomal DNA following micrococcal nuclease

digestion and quantifying nuclease protection by polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR,

see Materials and Methods > Nucleosome mapping, Fig. 2.30) [16,43]. These

experiments verified that our genetic perturbations have minimal impact on the

native nucleosome positions (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.1: Haploid transcriptional reporter strains containing variants of the PHO5 promoter fused
to the green fluorescent protein (GFP), expressed from the native chromosomal locus. Promoter
variants were created by introducing mutations in the promoter sequence to expose or occlude Pho4
binding sites. Large shaded gray ovals represent nucleosomes, triangle the high affinity motif
(CACGTGg), small blue oval the low affinity motif (CACGTTt), and X a motif ablation (conversion to
HindIII site).
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structure of the wildtype PHO5 promoter with native protein coding sequence is included in black on
both plots. (A) Variants with exposed low affinity binding sites. (B) Variants with exposed high
affinity binding sites.
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Expression capacity. As a first step in quantitatively assessing the transcriptional

effects of these genetic alterations, we examined the maximal output or expression

capacity of each promoter variant. The fully induced promoter state can be achieved

through either of two routes: physiologically, by growth in phosphate starvation (0

AM phosphate medium) conditions (Table 2.1), or genetically, by deletion of the

PHO80 gene which results in constitutively unphosphorylated/active Pho4 (Fig.

2.3). In both scenarios, we grew the PHO5 promoter variants until expression

reached steady-state and analyzed GFP fluorescence in single cells by flow

cytometry.

-
Median expression

Strain
-[calibrated fluorescence, a.u.]

EY1903 / WT 84.14
EY1907 / L1

EY1929 / L2

EY1948 / L3

EY1910 / H1 52.15

EY1933 / H2 85.99

EY1922 / H3 104.82

EY1926 / H4 54.82

Table 2.1: List of maximum expression values (distribution medians from phosphate starvation
conditions) for each PHO5 promoter variant. For experiments done in replicate, an average median is
reported. Colors reflect an exposed low (blue) or high (red) affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Figure 2.3: Maximum induction levels of PHO5 promoter variants are dependent on the number,
affinity, and accessibility of Pho4 binding sites. Measurements were performed by flow cytometry on
strains containing a deletion of the PHO80 gene and grown in 10 mM phosphate medium.
Additional variants with no accessible Pho4 binding sites (A1-A4) are included for reference.
Expression levels are ordered according to increasing mean and the dotted line references the
wildtype promoter. Error bars represent one standard error from triplicate measurements.
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Changing the number, affinity, and/or position of Pho.4 sites significantly

affects maximum expression levels, and accordingly, promoter dynamic range.

Examination of fluorescence values across the PHO5 promoter variants reveals that

expression capacity can not be determined purely by DNA sequence scan for the

number and affinity of Pho.4 sites. Variants A3, L2, and H4 all preserve the same

number and affinity of Pho4 sites as WT (i.e., one high and one low affinity) yet have

expression levels spanning a ~50 fold range. For example, the A3 variant remains

essentially uninducible (2.23 calibrated fluorescence units) while WT is induced to

114.34 calibrated fluorescence units. Furthermore, the location of motifs is not an

unambiguous determinant of maximum expression. Variant H4 and WT both

contain binding sites at the native coordinates; however, H4 has approximately 70%

of the expression capacity of WT.

Analysis of the conservation of regulatory sequences across several

Saccharomyces genomes has revealed that the distribution of binding sites within

promoters peaks at approximately 200 bp upstream of the translational start site and

gradually tails off with increasing distance [44]. This distribution maximum

correlates with the nucleosome-free region found in stereotyped yeast promoters

[28]. An interpretation of the long, left tail of the distribution is that increasing

distance upstream from -200 bp decreases a binding site's influence on the

regulation of that promoter. Our data is consistent with this view whereby

comparison of PHO5 promoter variant pairs swapping a high affinity site between

nucleosome -2 and nucleosome -3 shows that expression capacity is consistently

higher in the promoter containing the motif under nucleosome -2. Specifically, H3 >
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H2 and WT - L2, and to a lesser degree, A2 > A3.

Response function of promoter variants. To evaluate the transcriptional response

of our promoter mutations in a quantitatively induced fashion, we grew the PHO5

promoter variants in a 0-50 mM range of extracellular phosphate until expression

reached steady-state, and analyzed GFP fluorescence by flow cytometry. When the

medians from fluorescence distributions are plotted against extracellular phosphate,

we observe a wide spectrum of dynamic ranges exhibited by the different promoter

variants (Fig. 2.4). This is particularly apparent from the log-log plot (Fig. 2.4,

bottom) where, for example, the L1 variant has a range of ~18 calibrated

fluorescence units representing a ~21 fold induction, and the L3 variant has a range

of ~149 calibrated fluorescence units with a ~217 fold induction.

However, when the output profile for each variant was normalized to its

maximum expression, we observe surprisingly stereotyped behavior. In

intermediate (10-100 um) phosphate concentrations, variants containing a low

affinity motif in the nucleosome-free region remain largely repressed (expression at

5+2% of maximum levels), while variants with an exposed high affinity motif induce

significantly (38+6% of maximum levels) (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.4: Physiological response function of PHO5 promoter variants. Strains were grown for 18
hrs in synthetic medium containing phosphate concentrations ranging from 0-50 mM. Median
steady-state expression was measured by flow cytometry and promoter response profiles are shown
in semi-log scale (top) and log-log scale for expanded clarity (bottom). Red traces represent variants

with an ºf. high affinity site, blue traces variants with an exposed low affinity site. P, isinorganic phosphate concentration in the medium.
-
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Figure 2.5: Normalized physiological response function of PHO5 promoter variants. Data is
identical to the previous figure except that promoter response profiles were calculated by
normalizing the median expression at each phosphate concentration to the median observed in
medium lacking phosphate (maximal induction).
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This response is neither a function of placement within a specific nucleosomal region

nor the total number of Pho4 binding sites — that is, similar behavior is observed

when the high affinity site normally occluded by nucleosome -2 is transplanted or

added under nucleosome -3 (variants L2, L3, H2), or when there is a single,

accessible site (variants L1, H1). Because this stereotyped behavior emerges from

normalizing to maximum expression, we conclude that the steady-state response

function is a promoter property separable from dynamic range, determined

predominantly by the affinity of transcription factor binding site(s) in the

nucleosome-free region.

Induction kinetics of promoter variants. When yeast cells are transferred from

phosphate-rich to phosphate starvation conditions, they transition through a

continuum of states corresponding to traversing down the P. axis of the response

function (e.g. see Fig. 2.5, x axis). Based on our steady-state measurements, we

expect that promoter variants with an exposed high affinity site will begin to induce

when the cell reaches the intermediate phosphate range, while promoters with an

exposed low affinity site will remain essentially repressed until near the zero

phosphate state.

Examination of the absolute expression levels in the time-course of induction

again reveals the disparate spectrum of dynamic ranges among the PHO5 promoter

variants, but does not demonstrate any particular correlation among the high

affinity or low affinity class (Fig. 2.6). In fact, variant L3 and WT are seen to induce

Sooner and to a higher level than H1 or H4 in seeming opposition to our prediction.
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Figure 2.6: Induction kinetics of PHO5 promoter variants. Strains were transferred from high
phosphate medium into medium lacking phosphate and at each time point the median expression
was determined by flow cytometry. Red traces represent variants with an exposed high affinity site,
and blue traces variants with an exposed low affinity site.
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However, when the promoters are scaled to their particular dynamic range,

we observe a characteristic difference in the kinetics of induction between the high

and low affinity classes in agreement with our expectation (Fig. 2.7). The time-to

half-maximal induction of the high affinity class is 146-157 min, whereas that of the

low affinity class is 186-197 min (Table 2.2). The average 40 min lag observed in the

low affinity variants is not solely a result of inherently slower promoter activation

since the kinetic difference is reduced by disabling the vacuolar phosphate buffer,

which presumably accelerates the transition to the zero phosphate state (Fig. 2.8,

Table 2.2) [45]. Rather, the difference in the kinetics of induction is a consequence of

how the affinity of the exposed binding site mediates a different response to an

identical upstream Pho4 signal presented to it in intermediate phosphate conditions.

Therefore, the affinity of the transcription factor binding site(s) in the nucleosome

free region also influences the apparent kinetics of gene expression.
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Figure 2.7: Induction kinetics of PHO5 promoter variants scaled to the promoter-specific expression
maximum at 7 hours. Data are identical to the previous figure.
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Interpolation Fit [hrs] Interpolation, Fit, phméA
[hrs] (error [cal. phméA[hrs] [hrs]

fluor.]) (error [cal.
fluor.])

WTH —->– … H 3.13. 3.35 (1.73) 2.35 2.65 (1.13)

L1 H --- -
3.29. 3.52 (0.30) 2.87 2.98 (0.30)

L2H —->–
-

3.15 3.25 (1.22)
- -

L3 H A –C– A H 3.10. 3.41 (1.80)
- -

H1 H –A–
-

2.44 2.55 (0.60) 1.99 2.21 (0.54)

H2H º —A- H 2.53 2.64 (1.16)
- -

H3 H –ºr- º H 2.61 2.84 (2.09) 2.50 2.91 (2.39)

H4H —A- - - 2.53 2.58 (0.55) 1.95 2.08 (0.52)

Table 2.2: Times for half maximal expression in PHO5 promoter variants (left half), and select PHO5
promoter variants in a phmáA genetic background (right half). Values were determined via two
methods (“interpolation" and "fit") for comparison — see Material and Methods > Flow cytometry
for description. Goodness-of-fit statistics (fit standard error) are included in parentheses next to fit
derived values. Table cell colors reflect an exposed low (blue) or high (red) affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Figure 2.8: The kinetic difference observed during maximal induction between exposed high and
low affinity PHO5 promoter variants is largely mitigated in a phméA genetic background. See Table
2.2 for half-maximal times. Each point represents the time-dependent median expression normalized
to the median measured at 7 hr.
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Chromatin maps of target genes. To assess the generality of these promoter

architectural principles, we asked if information about transcription factor binding

site location and affinity, in combination with nucleosome positions, would allow

quantitative prediction of the physiological response function and induction kinetics

for an arbitrary promoter. As a test set, we selected PHO84 and five additional

targets of the PHO signaling pathway that are known to be highly induced in

response to phosphate starvation and have a combination of high and low affinity

Pho.4 binding sites [46]. To obtain information about nucleosome positions, we

again quantified nuclease protection by Q-PCR in micrococcal nuclease treated

DNA. PHO89 and PHM6 exhibit nucleosomal arrays that, like PHO5, expose only a

low affinity motif (Fig. 2.9—2.11). The remaining four genes – PHO84, PHO8, PHM2,

and PHM4 – have promoters containing at least one high affinity motif in an

accessible region (Fig. 2.12–2.15).
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Figure 2.9. Promoter architecture of PHO5 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), and
dark blue ovals low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT). Enrichment of DNA segments protected by
nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest
promoter-specific signal. The PHO5 promoter has an accessible low affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Figure 2.10: Promoter architecture of PHO89 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), and
dark blue ovals low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT). Enrichment of DNA segments protected by
nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest
promoter-specific signal. The PHO89 promoter has an accessible low affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Figure 2.11: Promoter architecture of PHM6 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), and
dark blue ovals are low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT). Enrichment of DNA segments protected
by nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the
highest promoter-specific signal. The PHM6 promoter has an accessible low affinity Pho4 binding
site.
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Figure 2.12: Promoter architecture of PHO84 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), dark
blue ovals low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT), and light blue ovals a permutation of the low
affinity consensus matching 5/6 bases (CACGTA). Enrichment of DNA segments protected by
nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest
promoter-specific signal. The PHO84 promoter has at least one accessible high affinity Pho4 binding
site. Credit: D. J. Steger
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Figure 2.13: Promoter architecture of PHO8 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), dark
blue ovals low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT). Enrichment of DNA segments protected by
nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest
promoter-specific signal. The PHO8 promoter has at least one accessible high affinity Pho4 binding
site.
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Figure 2.14: Promoter architecture of PHM2 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG), dark
blue ovals low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT). Enrichment of DNA segments protected by
nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest
promoter-specific signal. The PHM2 promoter has at least one accessible high affinity Pho4 binding
site.
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Figure 2.15: Promoter architecture of PHM4 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG),
light blue ovals a permutation of the low affinity consensus matching 5/6 bases (CACGTA).
Enrichment of DNA segments protected by nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is
quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest promoter-specific signal. The PHM4 promoter has
at least one accessible high affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Response function and kinetics of mapped target genes. Based on the presence of

only a low affinity motif in the nucleosome-free region, we expected PHO89 and

PHM6 to have steady-state and kinetic response curves similar to PHO5, exhibiting

low-level expression in intermediate phosphate and slow kinetics of induction. We

expected the promoters containing at least one exposed high affinity site (PHO84,

PHO8, PHM2, and PHM4) to induce rapidly in response to phosphate starvation and

to exhibit substantial expression in intermediate phosphate conditions.

To test our predictions, we created heterozygous diploid transcriptional

reporter strains and measured steady-state GFP fluorescence and the kinetics of

induction. Consistent with our expectations, PHO89 and PHM6 are largely

repressed in intermediate phosphate conditions (2+1% of maximum), while PHO84,

PHO8, PHM2, and PHM4 are substantially induced (34+5% of maximum) (Fig. 2.16,

Table 2.3).

When transferred from repressing to phosphate starvation conditions, we

observe that genes with an exposed high affinity binding site reach half maximal

induction in 121-156 min compared to 198-222 min for the low affinity class (Fig.

2.17, Table 2.4). Collectively, these data support the claim that the affinity of the

exposed binding site defines a fundamental promoter threshold from which steady

state and kinetic behavior follow.
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Figure 2.16: Normalized physiological response function of PHO target genes. Expression
measurements by flow cytometry of promoter-mapped target genes in heterozygous diploid
transcriptional reporter strains maintaining one native allele. Median steady-state expression was
assayed after 18 hrs of growth in synthetic medium containing phosphate concentrations in the 0-50
mM range. Response curves were normalized to individual maximal promoter levels measured in 0
mM phosphate.
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-
Median expression

Strain [calibrated fluorescence, a.u.]
EY2.192 / PHOS 116.37

EY21.96 / PHO89 42.76

EY2204 / PHM6 43.92

EY2230 / PHO84 124.31

EY2200 / PHO8 17.59

EY2198 / PHM2 33.59

EY2202/PHM4 46.15

Table 2.3: List of maximum expression values (distribution medians from phosphate starvation

conditions) for each measured PHO target gene. Forº done in replicate, an averagemedian is reported. Colors reflect an exposed low (blue) or high (red) affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Figure 2.17: Induction kinetics of PHO target genes. Expression measurements by flow cytometry of
promoter-mapped target genes in heterozygous diploid transcriptional reporter strains maintaining
one native allele. Median expression following PHO pathway induction in medium lacking
phosphate after overnight growth in high phosphate conditions. Response curves were scaled to a
dynamic range between the repressed state at 0 hrs and the expression at 7 hrs.
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Interpolation [hrs] Fit [hrs]

(error [cal. fluor.])

PHOS 3.30 3.75 (2.66)

PHO89 3.29. 4.07 (0.69)

PHM6 3.59 4.46 (0.59)

PHO84 2.60 3.29 (1.94)

PHO8 2.39 3.04 (0.32)

PHM2 2.02 2.31 (0.66)

PHM4 2.02 2.31 (0.94)

Table 24: Times to half maximal expression in heterozygous transcriptional reporters. See Material
and methods > Flow cytometry for explanation of “interpolation" and “fit” methods. Goodness-of-fit
statistics (fit standard error) are included in parentheses next to fit-derived values. Table cell colors
reflect an exposed low (blue) or high (red) affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Haploid vs. diploid transcriptional reporters. The transcriptional activity of the

PHO target genes examined in previous section were assayed using heterozygous

diploid strains with the GFP transcriptional reporter as one allele and the native

protein coding sequence as the other. This strategy was taken because the functions

of the various gene products are not completely characterized and a total deletion

(e.g., in the haploid PHO5 promoter variants where GFP replaces the coding

sequence) could potentially impair phosphate homeostasis. In fact, constitutive

PHO pathway activation is already known to occur in pho&4A haploids [47]. Thus,

the presence of at least one functional allele should minimize any perturbation to

proper pathway operation.

However, in order to demonstrate the general equivalence of haploid and

diploid reporters of transcriptional activity, we compared the physiological response

function of various PHO target genes measured in both haploid and diploid form.

We selected a test set where either the absence of the particular gene product is

known to minimally impact the pathway or a functional allele was placed at an

ectopic locus. For example, PHO5 and PHO12 are secreted phosphatases whose

purpose is to liberate inorganic phosphate from environmental organic sources, a

function which is unnecessary in synthetic media [48, 49]. PHO89 is among a family

of redundant plasma membrane low affinity phosphate transporters [47], and PHM2

is functionally redundant (with PHM1) in vacuolar poly-phosphate accumulation

[46]. While the deletion of PHO84, a high affinity plasma membrane phosphate

transporter, is consequential to pathway function [47], its function is compensated

for by an operational allele replicated at a locus mutated for uracil auxotrophy.
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As seen in Fig. 2.18, physiological response functions measured from either

haploid or diploid transcriptional reporters are essentially identical. While absolute

steady-state fluorescence values may differ between the haploid and diploid

equivalents (e.g., the PHO5 heterozygous reporter exhibits approximately 1.3 fold

higher expression, on average, than the haploid counterpart), the response profiles

are almost superimposable when normalized to their individual maximal values.

º
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Figure 2.18: Equivalence of haploid and diploidº reporters. Physiological responsefunction of various PHO target genes measured in both haploid (hap) and diploid (dip) form.
Median steady-state expression was assayed after 18 hrs of growth in synthetic medium containing
phosphate (P) concentrations in the 0-50 mM range. Response curves were normalized to individual
maximal promoter levels measured in 0 mM phosphate.
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Expression in YPD. As further experimental validation of the promoter

architectural principles uncovered in this study, we wanted to assess our predictions

for the magnitude of expression in YPD, a rich media and standard laboratory

growth condition. Although abundant in organic phosphate sources, YPD is known

to be limiting for inorganic phosphate and capable of promoting an intermediate

PHO response [50]. We therefore expected PHO84, PHO8, PHM2, and PHM4 to

induce substantially, and PHO5, PHO89, and PHM6 to remain mostly down

regulated. Accessing the maximal promoter state physiologically with YPD is

problematic due to its non-synthetic nature (we are, therefore, uncertain of its

inorganic phosphate content). We therefore created strains homozygously deleted

for the PHO80 gene, which results in a constitutively-active PHO pathway and

provides the maximum expression levels needed for normalization of data. When

the steady-state expression levels of the diploid transcriptional reporter and

derivative pho&0A strains grown in YPD are measured and compared, we observe

that the high affinity class is, in fact, induced to between 37-58% of maximum while

the low affinity class to between 7-14% (Fig. 2.19).
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Figure 2.19: Promoter architectural principles correctly estimate the fraction of maximal expression
in YPD. The steady-state expression of heterozygous transcriptional reporter strains and derivative
strains in a homozygous pho&0A genetic background were measured and a ratio of their means taken.
Error bars represent the propagated standard error from separate triplicate measurements of reporter
and pho&0A strains.
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We performed similar assays on the PHO5 promoter variants and derivative

pho&0A haploid strains expecting to observe behavior corresponding to that

previously measured in intermediate phosphate conditions (Fig. 2.5). Namely,

promoters with an exposed low affinity site should remain largely repressed at

5+2% of maximal expression while promoters with an exposed high affinity site

should induce to approximately 38+6% of maximum.

Our results here are somewhat inconsistent with expectations (Fig. 2.20).

While the WT, L2, and L3 variants generally fall within the expected range

(interquartile region determined from intermediate phosphate measurements), the

L1 promoter is a significant outlier whose elevated fractional expression approaches

that of the high affinity class. Examination of fluorescence values reveals that L1 is

induced at almost twice the levels in YPD as in intermediate phosphate (3.71 vs. 2.11

median calibrated fluorescence units). Additionally, the pho&0A derivative used for

normalization has slightly lower expression in YPD than L1 in phosphate starvation

conditions (17.24 vs. 22.41 median calibrated fluorescence units). Both these

differences conspire to yield the elevated fractional expression.

Similarly inconsistent, the H1 and H4 variants fall into the expected range

while the H2 and H3 promoters have fractional induction levels that are

substantially attenuated. Examination of absolute expression measurements reveals

that the decrease stems primarily from higher normalization values. Specifically, the

pho&0A derivatives have average medians of 119.56 and 118.01 calibrated

fluorescence units in YPD, compared to 85.99 and 104.82 calibrated fluorescence

units from H2 and H3 in phosphate starvation conditions, respectively. At the same
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time, these variants induce to 32.08 and 34.30 calibrated fluorescence units in YPD

compared to an average median of 28.67 and 42.91 calibrated fluorescence units in

intermediate phosphate conditions.

Given that the entire set of PHO target genes (Fig. 2.19) and a majority of the

PHO5 promoter variants behave as expected in YPD, we attribute the discrepancies

to non-physiological responses specific to those few promoter mutants and/or their

pho&0A derivatives. In fact, it is surprising that there are not further inconsistencies

in light of the fundamentally different environmental cues that a rich medium like

YPD presents to cells compared to a synthetic, minimal medium [51]. The existence

of only a few discrepancies is likely a testament to the small amount of cross

regulation impinging on the PHO promoters from non-phosphate signaling

pathways in YPD.

However, we observe that the affected variants are the weakest of the low

affinity class (L1) and the strongest of the high affinity class (H2,H3), and we

speculate on a possible mechanism. The discrepancies arise most discernibly in a

pho&0A background such that, when compared to phosphate starvation conditions,

the L1 pho&0A derivative is attenuated and the H2 and H3 pho&0A derivatives

elevated in YPD. A linear correlation of these two conditions (pho&0A in YPD vs.

wildtype variants in phosphate starvation) provides some evidence for this

observation (Fig. 2.21).
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Figure 2.20. Expression of PHO5 promoter variants in YPD. The steady-state expression of haploid
transcriptional reporter strains and derivative strains in a pho&0A genetic background were measured
and a ratio of their means taken. Error bars represent the propagated standard error from separate
triplicate measurements of reporter and pho&0A strains. The shaded blue region indicates the
expectation range for variants with an exposed low affinity motif (top half), and the shaded red
region the expectation range for variants with an exposed high affinity motif (bottom half).
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Figure 2.21: Correlation of median expression of PHO5 promoter variants grown in phosphate
starvation conditions (y axis) vs. their pho&0A derivatives grown in YPD (x axis). Red dots (from left
to right) represent variants L1, H2,H3 that did not induce as expected in YPD (Fig. 2.20), and blue
dots are the remaining variants that induced as predicted.
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We hypothesize that a possible model consistent with this behavior is a Pho.1-

dependent transcriptional positive feedback loop activated in YPD that specifically

targets promoters containing high affinity motifs. For example, a transcriptional

activator induced by PhoA that recognizes the high affinity (but not the low affinity)

motif would selectively elevate gene expression in promoters containing the most

number of high affinity motifs. Or, a transcriptional repressor binding the high

affinity motif that is down-regulated by Phoa would be functionally equivalent.

Because the high affinity motif conforms to a CACGTG consensus (also known as an

E-box element) that is ubiquitous in eukaryotic genomes and recognized by

numerous basic helix-loop-helix proteins such as Cbf1 (see Chapter II) [52], the

existence of such a transcriptional feedback loop is entirely plausible.

Population heterogeneity in H3 promoter variant. Flow cytometry measurements

of the PHO5 promoter variants generally yielded unimodal fluorescence

distributions with interquartile ranges falling consistently in the small range of

1.33 – 2.90 calibrated fluorescence units (Table 3.3).

The sole PHO5 promoter variant that demonstrates anomalous behavior is

H3. As shown in Fig. 2.22, the population is bimodal at steady-state in high

phosphate conditions (0.5–50 mM), indicating incomplete repression. We are

confident that this phenotypic variability is unique to this promoter configuration

and not a result of differential upstream signaling for the following reasons.

Different isolates of H3 behave similarly (data not shown), the other PHO5 promoter

variants (including H2 with two high affinity Pho.4 binding sites) exhibit population
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homogeneity under these identical conditions, and PHO5 does not participate in

feedback control such that the loss or increase of PhoS function would minimally

impact proper phosphate homeostasis in synthetic media conditions.

A possible explanation of this phenomenon is an increased sensitivity to Pho+

resulting from the presence of two high affinity motifs in the native locations. In a

model whereby chromatin is dynamically displaced and reassembled (see

Discussion), Pho4 serves to increase rates of nucleosome eviction such that the

promoter occupancy at an exposed high affinity site, but not an exposed low affinity

site, is sufficient to nucleate remodeling in intermediate phosphate conditions where

PhoA activity is sub-maximal. In high phosphate conditions, the rates of remodeling

by residual nuclear PhoA activity are normally insignificant compared to much

higher rates of reassembly. However, in the H3 promoter variant, the presence of a

high affinity motif under nucleosome -2 serves to ratchet and further advance any

remodeling events that are successfully initiated by the following mechanism. The

increased stochastic rates of initial disassembly resulting from higher Phoº!

occupancy in the nucleosome-free region lead to a higher fraction of displaced

nucleosome -2. Nucleosome -2 is then kept stably evicted by the now even-higher

fraction of Pho4 occupancy driven by two exposed high affinity sites. Finally, the

proximity of a nucleosome-free region broadening toward transcription start greatly

increases the probability of displacing nucleosome -1, which is the ultimate

remodeling step needed to expose the TATA box and recruit the transcription

machinery [53].

This dynamic step-wise eviction of adjacent nucleosomes at the PHO5
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promoter [42] would also explain why the H2 variant does not demonstrate

heterogeneity in repressing conditions. Because the second high affinity site in the

H2 variant is located distally from the TATA box, a broadened nucleosome-free

region encompassing an evicted nucleosome -3 would have less probability of

evicting nucleosome -1. Such a model would also be consistent with the observation

that a high affinity site located under nucleosome -2 is empirically stronger in

transcriptional potential than one located under nucleosome -3.

With the H3 promoter variant, we have uncovered the consequences of

ectopically forcing the PHO5 promoter into a non-physiological and highly

sensitized domain. Surprisingly, mutations in only 2 base pairs are needed to

transform the WT promoter into the H3 variant. Given the dramatic consequences

in expression phenotype, it is conceivable that there are great selective pressures

against such small mutations. Conversely, the cell can also exploit such mechanisms

for generating phenotypic diversity at other promoters for an adaptive advantage.

Further studies on the H3 variant may provide insight into these possibilities.
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Figure 2.22: Physiological response function of the H3 PHO5 promoter variant. Shown are both a
traditional histogram series view (top) and a more concise rotated/birdseye view (bottom).
Inconsistent transcriptional repression resulting in population heterogeneity is observed in the high
phosphate (0.5–50 mM) columns: a second peak/band of varying height/intensity at ~40 calibrated
fluorescence units exists alongside the repressed peak at ~1 calibrated fluorescence unit. The black
trace is the distribution medians plotted previously in normalized form in Fig. 2.5.
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PHO12. Of the PHO target genes selected for mapping of nucleosome positions,

PHO12 (also known as PHO10) is the sole outlier whose gene expression behavior is

inconsistent with predictions based on promoter architecture. PHO12 is another

inducible secreted acid phosphatase of the PHO pathway (PHO5 and PHO11 being

the other two) and an extensive duplication of PHO11 both in the open reading

frame and surrounding regulatory sequences (approximately 2 kb of both 5' and 3'

untranslated regions) [54]. Because of the exact homology in the promoter regions,

our Q-PCR-based approach is unable to distinguish the nucleosome structure

between PHO11 and PHO12 (Fig. 2.23). However, given that we observe well
º

defined nucleosome positions and nucleosome-free region from micrococcal º
nuclease digested material that presumably contains both loci, we believe that º

ºnucleosome positioning signals are primarily a function of DNA sequence. In fact,

!this view is supported by a recent computational study that correctly predicted
f

approximately 50% of the in vivo primary chromatin structure using only DNA
:sequence information [55]. Thus, both PHO11 and PHO12 likely have essentially

indistinguishable promoter architectures. º

Based on the presence of exposed low affinity Pho.4 binding sites, we

predicted that PHO12 would exhibit a normalized physiological response function

similar to PHO5. Namely, that expression in intermediate phosphate conditions

would be primarily repressed at approximately 5+2% of maximal expression.

However, we observe behavior that is ambiguously between the high and low

affinity classes (Fig. 2.24).
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Figure 2.23: Promoter architecture of PHO11/12 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions
onto Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG),
dark blue ovals are low affinity consensus sites (CACGTT), and light blue ovals are a permutation of
the low affinity consensus matching 5/6 bases (CACGTA). Enrichment of DNA segments protected
by nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is quantified by PCR and normalized to the
highest promoter-specific signal. The PHO12 promoter has at least one accessible low affinity Pho4
binding site.
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included for reference.



The de-repression seen in the intermediate phosphate range can be

rationalized through two mechanisms. First, it is possible that the two exposed low

affinity sites result in higher Pho'■ occupancy and thus, higher transcription, than at

promoters containing a single exposed low affinity site. However, this is unlikely

due to the proximity of the two binding sites. Like other PHO pathway target genes,

activation of PHO12 is dependent on both Pho4 and Pho2 [56]. Given that Pho2

interacts with Pho.4 and is hypothesized to bind A/T rich DNA sequences directly

upstream of Phog motifs [57, 58], it is likely that the CACGTA -20 bp upstream of

the low affinity consensus is non-functional.

A second, more plausible explanation involves the location of PHO12 within

the genome. Although PHO11 and PHO12 are on located different chromosomes,

both are positioned in subtelomeric regions that are highly heterochromatic and

generally thought to serve structural functions relevant to chromosome stability [59].

Interestingly, PHO11, which is located 3.4 kb from the right terminus of

chromosome I, is known to be transcriptionally inert while PHO12, located within 13

kb of the right end of chromosome VIII, is inducible [48, 60]. This differential

behavior, presumably arising from the greater inaccessibility of the PHO11 locus, is

corroborated circumstantially by our success in gene-replacing PHO12 with GFP but

our repeated inability to gene-replace PHO11.

Furthermore, the coordinated reduction of subtelomeric silencing and

concomitant up-regulation of response genes has been observed to occur specifically

in the presence of environmental stresses [61]. Thus, PHO12 transcription is likely to

be modulated not only by Pho.4 but also by the regulation of the silencing activities
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(e.g., Sir proteins) prevailing over these regions. As such, we can not be confident

that the behavior of PHO12 will primarily be a function of phosphate signaling

unlike other PHO target genes.

This reasoning may also account for the inconsistent repression and resulting

population heterogeneity we observe in high phosphate conditions among different

diploid isolates (Fig. 2.25). Even though they are genetically identical having

inherited their sole GFP allele from the same haploid transcriptional reporter parent,

these clones exhibit phenotypic variability that we hypothesize is arising from

chromosome positional effects.
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Figure 2.25: Physiological response function of PHO12 measured from four genetically identical
diploid isolates. Inconsistent transcriptional repression resulting in population heterogeneity or
bimodality is observed by the second band of varying intensity at ~10 calibrated fluorescence units in
the high phosphate (0.5–50 mM) columns. The black trace represents distribution medians.
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Phosphate starvation vs. pho&0A conditions. While induction in phosphate

starvation has the advantage of being physiological, cells ultimately exhaust their

vacuolar phosphate reserves and mitotically arrest due to the lack of phosphate

needed in the synthesis of DNA and lipid bilayers [45]. Deletion of the PHO80 gene

bypasses this problem and confirms that the existence of a fully induced promoter

state is dependent on Pho.4 and not an artifact of growth arrest. However, there may

be the disadvantage of pleiotropic effects arising from the deregulation of non

phosphate signaling pathways involving PHO80.

The genetic basis for using pho&0A strains as a proxy for the physiological

maximum promoter state (Fig. 2.3, 2.19) has been demonstrated previously [32] but

can also be corroborated statistically. While the fluorescence distributions measured

from transcriptional reporter strains grown in no phosphate medium and derivative

pho&0A strains grown in 10 mM phosphate generally overlap, the approximation is

not sufficiently strong such that they are purely substitutable (as determined by

parametrict- or non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum testing; data not shown).

However, the correlation between the two conditions is statistically significant and

likely biologically significant. A linear regression between maximally-induced

PHO5 promoter variants grown in phosphate starvation conditions and their pho&0A

counterparts yields a correlation coefficient of 0.956 and a corresponding P × 0.001

(for testing the null hypothesis of no correlation), indicating a strong association

(Fig. 2.26). Likewise, a regression performed on our test set of PHO target

promoters results in a similarly high correlation coefficient of 0.901 and a

corresponding P-value of 0.006, again substantiating a strong relationship (Fig. 2.27).
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Figure 2.26: Maximal induction in PHO5 promoter variants achieved either through growth in

P starvation, Calib. fluor. [a.u.]

phosphate starvation conditions or deletion of the PHO80 gene is well correlated.
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Discussion

Our observations suggest that the interplay between chromatin structure and

binding site affinity is a gene-specific form of signal processing that allows the same

cellular signals to be interpreted distinctly to yield unique outputs. It is thought that

the difference in expression observed between the genes with high and low affinity

exposed binding sites is physiologically relevant. The products of first-order

response genes like PHO84 and PHM4 allow the cell to take up environmental

phosphate and mobilize internal reserves before a second-order energy commitment

is made to up-regulate PHO5 and other phosphate scavenging mechanisms [35].

Pho4 site 6 phosphorylation. A microarray-based study of the PHO pathway had

previously distinguished the PHO5 and PHO84 class of genes as differentially

regulated by Pho! [35]. As mentioned in the introduction, the activity and

subcellular localization of Pho! is regulated by phosphorylation on multiple sites.

The site relevant to transcriptional activation, referred to as site 6, is known to

mediate physical interaction with Pho2, a transcription cofactor required for PHO

pathway induction [33, 58]. Through specific phosphorylation mutants, it was

demonstrated that Pho4 phosphorylated exclusively on site 6 was sufficient to

emulate the intermediate phosphate phenotype. However, additional

phosphorylation mutants designed to alleviate the differential regulation between

PHO5 and PHO84 had proven unsuccessful. It was then proposed that a bulk

affinity difference between the two promoters, still possibly mediated through PhoA
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phosphorylation, could account for the divergent behaviors. In light of our present

findings, strategic nucleosome positioning and thus, regulated promoter affinity, is

likely a central component of the mechanism through which the differential

regulation is implemented.

Impact of chromatin on promoter threshold and expression capacity. For the

genes we have assayed, the specific form of the response function appears to be

determined primarily by the affinity of the binding site in the nucleosome-free

region. Because an exposed high affinity site mediates considerable up-regulation in

intermediate phosphate while an exposed low affinity site does not, one might

naively expect transcription in these conditions to produce only one of two absolute

expression levels. Surprisingly, the level of expression in intermediate phosphate

appears to be dependent on total expression capacity and, thus, to scale with

promoter dynamic range. Consequently, a 34+5% of maximal induction is robustly

maintained across promoters with exposed high affinity site(s) even though

expression capacity varies over a ~4 fold range (Fig. 2.16, Table 2.3).

We speculate that this scaling is consistent with a model whereby chromatin

is dynamically displaced and reassembled, and transcription occurs only when

nucleosomes are completely remodeled [62-64]. At the sub-maximal Pho4 activity

associated with intermediate phosphate conditions (influenced by nuclear

concentration and/or phosphorylation state [35, 65]), the occupancy of Pho.4 at an

exposed high affinity site may be sufficient to nucleate chromatin remodeling such

that additional regulatory sequences that were previously nucleosomal become
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accessible, allowing for efficient transcription. Because the actively transcribing

promoter is fully accessible, the level of induction is determined primarily by the

amount of productive Pho.4 recruitment to the promoter, which is influenced by

PhoA activity and the number and affinity of motifs. The higher the Pho4 occupancy

at a promoter, the more the balance is shifted toward remodeling and the fraction of

time there is productive transcription (Table 2.1, 2.3). Promoters with an exposed

low affinity motif may need a higher activity of Pho4 to achieve the occupancy

required to initiate chromatin disassembly, an activity that may not be attained until

phosphate starvation conditions. Thus, by tuning PhoA activity such that it can

productively bind high but not low affinity sites in intermediate phosphate

conditions, promoters with exposed high affinity sites are activated while those with

exposed low affinity sites are kept repressed. This scheme renders the threshold of

activation in repressed promoters sensitive to fewer sites (i.e., those exposed), while

allowing for nucleosomal sites to participate in scaling expression capacity when the

promoter becomes open (Fig. 2.28). The threshold of activation and dynamic range

thus become functionally decoupled, which would not be the case if all binding sites

were exposed.

Our results establish that the affinity of transcription factor binding site(s) in

the nucleosome-free region of promoters is a significant quantitative determinant of

gene expression. One implication of this finding is that prediction and modeling of

quantitative gene expression behavior will require both promoter sequence analysis

(to identify transcription factor binding site locations and affinities) as well as

knowledge of nucleosome positions. Additionally, the response profiles of the
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target genes of the phosphate-responsive signaling pathway are predominantly a

univariate function of Pho4. Charting the multidimensional input-output

relationships for combinatorially controlled genes, tractable in principle by high

throughput techniques, will undoubtedly reveal insights not only into the

nonlinearities created by multiple transcription factors but the additional complexity

that arises from their interplay with nucleosome-regulated accessibility. Ultimately,

it will be fascinating to ascertain if similar promoter chromatin architectural

principles are conserved in other homeostatic pathways (in yeast and higher

eukaryotes) as a mechanism for quantitatively configuring gene expression.
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Figure 2.28: Schematic depicting a possible mechanism for decoupling the threshold of activation
and expression capacity. In high phosphate medium (top row), chromatin is fully assembled and
transcription is repressed in all promoters. In intermediate phosphate conditions (middle row), sub
maximal nuclear Pho4 activity is sufficient to nucleate chromatin remodeling and enable gene
expression in promoters with an exposed high affinity binding site (center and right columns), but
not in promoters with an exposed low affinity site (left column). Because nucleosomes are fully
displaced in promoters with an exposed high affinity site, additional motifs facilitate more induction
with the same amount of Pho4 activity (rightmost vs. center column). The threshold of activation
(determined by the affinity of the exposed binding site) is thus independent of expression capacity
once chromatin becomes remodeled. Finally, under no phosphate conditions (bottom row),
saturating Pho4 activity maximally induces all promoters to an extent determined by the total
amount of Pho4 recruited.
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Materials and Methods

Yeast strains. Haploid transcriptional reporter strains (Table 2.5) containing

variants of the PHO5 promoter were constructed via the pop-in/pop-out gene

replacement method [66]. Briefly, a series of pKS306-based plasmids containing a

portion of the PHO5 coding sequence and our desired promoter mutations was

created by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis, linearized by PflMI, and

integrated (pop-in) at the native PHO5 locus in EY57 cells using a lithium acetate

procedure. Subsequent elimination of the marker in uracil prototrophs was

accomplished by selecting for uracil auxotrophy (pop-out) through growth on

synthetic medium containing 5-fluoroorotic acid [67, 68]. The ectopic high affinity

Pho'■ motif located within the central nucleosome -3 region was introduced at

position –481 through three base substitutions (ctatgtgcgc to ctCaCgtgggc).

Mutations swapping affinity at either of the two native Pho4 binding site locations

(-362, -253) were done through two base substitutions: agcacgttttc to agcacgtCGtc

(low to high affinity), or cacacgtggga to cacacgt.TTga (high to low affinity).

Ablations of either site were achieved through conversion of the core 6 bp

CACGTCGIT) consensus to a HindIII site. The presence of a successfully introduced

or swapped high affinity Pho4 site could be followed by PCR and digestion with

Prml■ . Mutations neither inserted nor deleted nucleotides in order to conserve the

total promoter length, and were ultimately confirmed by sequencing from genomic

DNA.
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phos4::yeCFP1- phos4::yegPP1- phos4::yeCFP1
Kan Kan., Kan,

phoö0A::CgFilS3 phméA::C9LEU2

WT —O— A H EY1903 EY1905 EY2157

L –G–
-

EY1907 EY1908 EY2158

L2 H A –C–
-

EY1929 EY 1931
-

L3 K º –C– A H EY1948 EY1949 -

H1 K —A-
-

EY1910 EY1912 EY2159

H2 K º —A-
-

EY1933 EY1935
-

H3 || —ºr- A - EY1922 EY1924 EY2160

H4 —A- - - - EY1926 EY1927 EY2161

A1 O– H
-

EY1916
-

A2 C —34– º –
-

EY1920
-

A3 K º —#– H
-

EY1939
-

A4 K. A – 4– A :
-

EY1942
-

Table 2.5: Haploid transcriptional reporter strains used in this study. All strains derived from EY57
(K699 MATa ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura■ ). Cº, Candida glabrata; yeGFP1, yeast
enhanced green fluorescent protein; and Kan, E. coli kan' (resistance to G418/geneticin). Table cell
colors reflect an exposed low affinity (blue), high affinity (red), or ablated (white) Pho4 binding site.
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Substitution of the PHO5 protein coding sequence with the yeast-enhanced

green fluorescent protein (yeCFP1) reporter was done through PCR-mediated direct

gene replacement [69]. A 0.7 kb PacI/AscI fragment containing yeGFP1 was

liberated from plasmid EB1631 and ligated into PacI/AscI-digested pPA6a

GFP(S65T)-kanMX6, thus replacing GFP(S65T) with yeGFP1 [70]. The resulting

plasmid (EB1632) was used with primers containing PHO5 targeting sequences

(Table 2.6) and an optimized translation initiation signal directly preceding the start

codon to generate a 2.4 kb PCR product containing the yeGFP1-kanMX6 gene

replacement cassette [71]. Material from eight to ten PCR reactions was pooled,

concentrated and purified through the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN

#28106, www.qiagen.com), and used to transform our series of S. cerevisiae strains

containing the PHO5 promoter variants. Transformed cells were allowed to recover

overnight at 30°C on YPD plates before replica-plating to YPD plates containing 200

pg/ml G418. Stably integrated, G418-resistant transformants usually appeared after

48 hrs of growth, and candidates were validated both functionally by induction in

no phosphate medium and flow cytometry, and by PCR using primers specific to the

PHO5 promoter and yeGFP1 coding sequence.
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Primer Sequence
PHO5-GFPf agaacaacaacaaatagagcaa.gcaaatto gagattaccaaccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHO5-GFPr tattogtatttagtttccaatattatttagttatacaaaagaattogagctogtttaaac

PHO89–GFPf cgtatotaatcgaatcaatataaacaaagattaagcaaaaaccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHO89–GFPr aatgttgtaaaactgtattoataaccoaaacacattatgagaattogagctogtttaaac

PHM6-GFPf aaaaaaaacgacagoaattgtttttcaacctgacaccaagacCatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHM6-GFPr gaaaaatctgaaagaaaacaaatcc.cattattottattagaattcgagctogtttaaac

PHO84-GFPf cagggcacacaacaaacaaaactccacgaatacaatccaaaccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHO84–GFPr tttgttctagtttacaagttttagtgcatctttgaggcttgaattcgagctogtttaaac

PHO8–GFPf tatcagoatacgggacattatttgaacgc.gcattagoagdaccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHO8-GFPr attaaataatatgtgaaaaaagagggagagttagataggaga attcqagctcgtttaaac

PHM2-GFPf gcqaacagoagaatttgtc.cttggttttcagagtttgaaaaccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHM2-GFPr acttgtgtaatatatgtgtatataaaaaatatacatgttcgaattogagctogtttaaac

PHM4-GFPf ttatcgaatacgattaaacactacgc.ca.gatttccacaataccatgtctaaaggtgaaga

PHM4–GFPr tttgtgcgtaaccoacgcttacgatattggaattacaattgaattogagctogtttaaac

Table 2.6: PCR primer sequences used with plasmid template EB1632 for generating gene-specific
yeGFP1-kanMX6 targeting cassettes.

*º-
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Constitutively-activated versions of the PHO5 promoter variants

approximating expression in phosphate starvation conditions were created by

deletion of the PHO80 gene which results in unphosphorylatable, constitutively

active Pho.4 [32]. In lieu of direct gene replacement via transformation, we mated

our series of PHO5 promoter variants to EY135 (K699 MATo ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100

leu2-3,112 his3-11,15ura■ pho&0A::C&HIS3), sporulated diploids, and dissected tetrads

to isolate haploids exhibiting both G418 resistance and histidine prototrophy.

Heterozygous diploid transcriptional reporter strains (Table 2.7), with the

exception of EY2230 and EY2231, were created in a manner similar to the haploid

transcriptional reporter strains described above. Briefly, primers containing an

idealized Kozak element and gene-specific targeting sequences (Table 2.6) were used

with plasmid template EB1632 to produce yeGFP1-kanMX6 gene replacement

cassettes. Concentrated and purified PCR products were used to transform EY2176

and EY2177 diploid strains. G418-resistant candidates were validated by PCR for

both the yeGFP1 and native coding alleles, and by induction in no phosphate

medium and flow cytometry.
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Strain Genotype
EY2192 PHO5/phobA::yeCFP1-Kan
EY2193 PHO5/phobA:yeCFP1-Kan pho&OA::CgFIS3/pho&OA::CgHIS3
EY2196 PHO89/phoö9A:yegFP1-Kan
EY2197 PHO89/phoö9A:yeCFP1-Kan phoö0A::CgHIS3/phoö0A::CgHIS3
EY2198 PHM2/phm2A::yeCFP1-Kan
EY2199 PHM2/phm2A::yeCFP1-Kan pho&OA::CgHIS3/pho&OA::CgHIS3
EY2200 PHO8/phoöA::yeCFP1-Kan
EY2201 PHO8/phoöA::yeCFP1-Kan pho&OA::CgFIS3/pho&OA::CgHIS3
EY2202 PHM4/phm3A::yeCFP1-Kan
EY2203 PHM4/phma A::yeCFP1-Kan pho&OA::CgHIS3/pho&OA::CgHIS3
EY2204 PHM6/phmóA:yeCFP1-Kan
EY2205 PHM6/phmóA::yeCFP1-Kan pho&OA::CgHIS3/pho&OA::CgHIS3
EY2230 PHO84/PHO84 ura3/ura3::PHO84pr yecPP1-URA3
EY2231 PHO84/PHO84 ura3/ura3::PHO84pr yeGFP1-URA3 pho&OA::C9HIS3/

phoö0A::CgHIS3

Table 2.7: Heterozygous diploid transcriptional reporter strains used in this study. All strains
derived from EY2176 (K699 MATa/o ade2-1/ade2-1 trpl-1/trp1-1 can1-100/caní-100 leu2-3,112/
leuz-3,112 his3-11,15/his3-11,15 uraš/ura■ ) or EY2177 (K699 MATa/o ade2-1/ade2-1 trpl-1/trp1-1
can1-100/caní-100 leu.2-3,112/leu2-3,112 his3-11,15/his3-11,15 ura3/ura3 phoS0A::C&HIS3/
pho&0A:C&HIS3).
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The diploid transcriptional reporter strain EY2230 was created by mating

EY1995, gift of B. S. Margolin (K699 MATa ade2-1 trpl-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112

his3-11,15ura3::PHO84pr-yeGFP1-URA3) to EY91 (K699 MATo ade2-1 trpl-1 can1-100

leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 uraš). Strain EY2231 was created through a series of matings:

first by EY1995 to EY135 and double uracil/histidine selection to create EY1998

(K699 MATa ade2-1 trpl-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15ura3::PHO84pr-yeGFP1

UIRA3 pho&0A:C&HIS3), and finally by EY1998 to EY135 to yield the homozygous

pho&0A transcriptional reporter. Thus, both EY2230 and EY2231 maintain two

functional copies of PHO84.

Media and growth conditions. Yeast strains were cultured at 30°C in synthetic

complete medium containing 2% glucose and supplemented to 0.13 mg/ml adenine

and 0.1 mg/ml tryptophan (modified Difco" Yeast Nitrogen Base, see below) to

suppress autofluorescence. Media stocks with varying amounts of inorganic

phosphate were prepared from a phosphate-free base containing the above, and

supplemented with monobasic potassium phosphate to the following final

concentrations: 10 puM, 50 puM, 100 puM, 500 puM, 1 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, and 50 mM.

Finally, all stocks were adjusted to pH 4 with HCl to facilitate inorganic phosphate

uptake [47].

For gene expression measurements in rich media, strains were cultured at

30°C in the standard formulation of YPD.
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Phosphate-free modified synthetic complete medium (per L) [72]
Nitrogen Source
5g Ammonium sulfate

Carbon Source
20 g Dextrose

Amino Acids
130 mg Adenine sulfate
20 mg L-Arginine
20 mg L-Histidine
30 mg L-Isoleucine
100 mg L-Leucine
30 mg L-Lysine
20 mg L-Methionine
50 mg L-Phenylalanine
200 mg L-Threonine
100 mg L-Tryptophan
30 mg L-Tyrosine
20 mg Uracil
150 mg L-Valine

Vitamins
2 ug Biotin
400 ug Calcium pantothenate
2 ug Folic acid
2 mg Inositol
400 ug Niacin
200 ug p-Aminobenzoic acid
400 ug Pyridoxine hydrochloride
200 ug Riboflavin
400 ug Thiamine hydrochloride

Trace Elements
500 ug Boric acid
40 ug Copper sulfate
100 ug Potassium iodide
200 ug Ferric chloride
400 ug Manganese sulfate
200 ug Sodium molybdate
400 ug Zinc sulfate

Salts
1.5g Potassium chloride (in lieu of monopotassium phosphate)
0.5g Magnesium sulfate
0.1 g Sodium chloride
0.1 g Calcium chloride

*. *_º

** * *

****

** *

agº

*º-
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YPD (per L

20 g Bacto peptone
10 g Bacto yeast extract
20 g Dextrose

Steady-state response measurements. Based on pilot measurements of PHO

pathway induction in 10 um phosphate conditions, we estimated the minimum time

to reach steady-state expression to be approximately 16 hrs whereby median

expression changes less than 5% per hour (Fig. 2.29). We therefore decided on 18 hrs

as an appropriate time point representing steady-state. In order to avoid phosphate

depletion from intermediate phosphate (10-500 um) media over the course of

growth to steady-state expression, we calculated inoculum volumes such that the

final cell density at the end of 18 hrs would be a conservative 5×10" cells/ml.

Haploid strains growing in synthetic medium were estimated to have doubling

times of ~110 min, and diploids -100 min. These times were observed to be robust

even in media with as low as 10 um phosphate (data not shown).

Transcriptional reporter strains maintained on synthetic complete (high

phosphate) plates were inoculated into liquid medium containing 10 mM phosphate

and allowed to grow continuously in logarithmic phase for a minimum of 9 hrs to

ensure repression of the PHO pathway. For measurement samples, tubes containing

0–50 mM phosphate media were pre-warmed to 30°C and seeded with inoculum

diluted from the starter culture in medium lacking phosphate to minimize

phosphate spillover. After 18 hrs of growth, cells were placed on ice and sonicated

for 3 s before flow cytometry.
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Figure 2.29: Pilot study determining the time to achieve steady-state expression in 10 uM phosphate
medium. Haploid transcriptional reporter strains in a chfla background were grown overnight in
repressing conditions to mid-logarithmic phase and inoculated into 10 uM phosphate medium such
that a cell density of approximately 5×10" cells/ml would be reached at the plotted times.
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For measurements of gene expression in a pho&0A genetic background (Fig.

2.2), strains were prepared similarly and grown in 10 mM phosphate medium for 18

hrs to a final cell density of OD 0.05-0.1.

For measurements of expression in YPD (Fig. 2.19, 2.20), starter cultures of

diploid transcriptional reporter strains were allowed to grow logarithmically in YPD

for a minimum of 9 hrs before seeding measurement cultures. Similarly, inoculum

volumes were calculated to target a cell density of 5×10" cells/ml after 18 hrs of

growth using a cell cycle period of ~80 min; for strains in a homozygous pho&0A

genetic background, we used a doubling time of ~90 min.

A wildtype strain without yeGFP1 grown in the appropriate medium was

included in all experiments for measuring autofluorescence.

Kinetics of induction. Starter cultures of transcriptional reporter strains were

grown overnight in medium containing 10 mM phosphate to early/mid-logarithmic

phase in order to ensure repression of the PHO pathway. Approximately 0.2-0.3 OD

units of cells were harvested, washed twice in no phosphate medium pre-warmed to

30°C, and finally resuspended in pre-warmed no phosphate medium at a cell

density of OD 0.01-0.05. Aliquots taken every 15-20 min over 7hrs were placed on

ice and sonicated for 3 s before flow cytometry. A wildtype strain without yeGFP1

grown in 10 mM phosphate medium was included for measuring autofluorescence.

Nucleosome mapping. (Adapted from techniques previously described [16, 43,73]).

Approximately 50 OD units of mid-log cultures grown in 10 mM phosphate

s
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medium were harvested, treated with lyticase to produce spheroplasts, divided into

multiple samples, and digested with 0.5–2 U of micrococcal nuclease (Sigma-Aldrich

#N5386, www.sigmaaldrich.com) for 30 min at 37°C. The reaction was stopped and

spheroplasts lysed by the addition of 25 mM EDTA and 0.5% SDS, and further

treated with 0.5 mg/ml proteinase K for 2-3 hrs at 37°C before DNA purification by

phenol extraction and precipitation. Samples were subsequently treated with RNase

A (0.1 mg/ml) before analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis. Mononucleosome
º

length DNA fragments were gel-extracted using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit º
(QIAGEN #28706, www.qiagen.com) and further diluted 10-fold for use as template º

in quantitative PCR (Q-PCR, Fig. 2.30). º
Primer pairs tiling the length of a promoter region were designed using º

Primer3 to yield 95-105 bp products centered every 25-60 bp [74]. The position at
tº

the center of the PCR products is used as the abscissa value for points plotted in the º

chromatin maps (Fig. 2.2, 2.9–2.15, 3.1, 3.11). Quantification was conducted on an º
MX3000P (Stratagene, www.stratagene.com) Q-PCR system through real-time º

fluorescence detection of SYBR Green I (Sigma-Aldrich #S-7567,

www.sigmaaldrich.com). A dilution series of EY1903 genomic DNA was used to

establish standard curves specific to each primer pair. In general, R values from

linear regression exceeded 0.995, and the range was sufficiently large to avoid

extrapolation. Any primer pairs found to yield heterogeneous PCR products (as

assessed through melting curve analysis) were discarded. Each 96 well plate

included a primer pair targeting the heterochromatic REC104 locus as a

normalization control for plate-to-plate variation.
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Figure 2.30: Summary of nucleosome mapping technique. (A) Spheroplasts are treated with
increasing amounts of micrococcal nuclease (MNase), DNA is purified, and mononucleosome-length
fragments are gel-isolated. (B) Mononucleosomal DNA is used as template in quantitative PCR with
overlapping primer pairs that tile the length of a promoter. (C) Promoter regions completely
protected from MNase digestion by nucleosomes will result in high PCR signal (red primer pairs in
B), partial protection in intermediate PCR signal (yellow primer pairs), and no protection in minimal
PCR signal (blue primer pairs). Credit: D. J. Steger
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Flow cytometry. Quantification of single-cell fluorescence was performed on an

LSR II (Becton, Dickinson, and Company, www.bdbiosciences.com) analytical flow

cytometer with 488 nm laser. To control for day-to-day instrument variation, a five

point calibration of fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (Invitrogen #L-14822,

www.invitrogen.com) was read at the start and end of each experiment. Signal area

data (e.g., FSC-A, FITC-A) for 10,000 cells was collected from all samples and

exported in FCS 3.0 format for further post-processing and analysis.

Custom scripts were coded in MATLAB (The Mathworks,

www.mathworks.com) and made possible primarily by a function to read the FCS

3.0 format written by Laszlo Balkay (available at the community File Exchange

section at www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral). In order to allow for measurement

comparisons across experiments and to correct for random sources of electronic

variability, a standard curve spanning almost a 1,000 fold dynamic range was

established for each experiment by a weighted least-squares fit to the five calibration

points. Based on R values that consistently exceeded 0.9999, it is likely instrument

linearity extended an additional order of magnitude at both ends. Fluorescence

values for samples were interpolated off these standard curves before further

analysis. Any references to “calibrated fluorescence" in this dissertation refer to

these standardized units.

Although samples were sonicated before flow cytometry to reduce variability

arising from cell aggregation, we performed simple rectangular gating in the

forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) channels to further reduce variability.

We implemented an automated approach whereby data points outside the 0.1 and
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0.85 quantiles in either FSC and SSC were eliminated, and this worked well

empirically to eliminate debris and any remaining cell aggregates.

Autofluorescence was minimized in all synthetic media experiments by the

addition of supplementary adenine and tryptophan. Nevertheless, we included a

strain lacking yeGFP1 in all experiments in order to gauge the level of fluorescence

specific to gene expression. In lieu of doing subtraction with distribution

parameters estimated from the yeGFP1T and transcriptional reporter samples, we

instead performed a randomly-permuted vector subtraction of autofluorescence

from the transcriptional reporter distributions. We deemed this numerical approach

as more unbiased as assumptions of normality (i.e., Gaussian) or distribution

symmetry would not have to be made. This can be especially important in

situations where population behavior is highly skewed (e.g., during induction) or

multi-modal.

We took two approaches — “interpolation" and “fit” — to estimate times of

half-maximal induction (Table 22, 2.4). The first is a simple linear interpolation of

the time needed to reach a level halfway between the median expression observed at

0 and 7hrs (Fig. 2.7, 2.17). Seven hours was chosen as a maximum based on

balancing the observations that median expression was changing less than 10% on

average and cells were beginning to arrest due to the lack of phosphate (resulting in

a broadening of the fluorescence distribution).

Because the interpolated half-times are highly dependent on the choice of

maximum, we decided to take a second approach for comparison. In the "fit"

method, the unscaled kinetic data were subjected to a non-linear least squares fit of a

ºº
º

**.
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Hill equation with 3 freely varying parameters: m (Hill coefficient), Ymax (asymptotic

maximal value), and Thalf (half maximal time):

Y t”

-
Fº

where t and y are time points and measured medians, respectively. Because Ymax is

now a parameter, Thai is not constrained to an arbitrary maximum and free to adopt

the value which best approximates the continuous underlying behavior. In general,

the fits gave normally distributed residuals centered around zero and low root mean

squared errors (fit standard errors), indicating that the Hill model describes the

kinetic data well. Root mean squared errors are an estimate (in units of calibrated

fluorescence; lower the better) of the standard deviation of the residuals adjusted for

the degrees of freedom, and are provided in parentheses next to the fit-derived Thalf

values. The maximum percentage difference we observed between the two methods

throughout all our transcriptional reporter strains was 21%, suggesting that either

approach is suitable for estimating half maximal induction times.
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Descriptive statistics. In general, the fluorescence distributions we observed from

our transcriptional reporter strains were unimodal and highly right-skewed. We

experimented with a variety of data transformations including square root and

inverse, but found the logarithm to yield the most symmetric (but not Gaussian)

distributions and manageable range. As a result, we generally took the median of

the logged fluorescence data as the measure of central tendency but reported its

anti-log (i.e., back in calibrated fluorescence units) as “median expression" (e.g., Fig.

2.4—2.8).

However, for measurements done in replicate with reported error bars (Fig.

2.3, 2.19, 2.20), the mean of the logged fluorescence values was used. This was done

so that we could invoke the central limit theorem and (regardless of the shape of the

parent distribution) expect the uncertainty in measurement to be normally

distributed. Furthermore, in instances such as Fig. 2.19 where we calculated a

quantity based on measured values, the symmetry of the errors allowed us to easily

propagate the variability.

Discussions in the previous sections on the range of fractional expression at

intermediate phosphate conditions generally describe a percentage + interval.

Because the distribution of the relevant expression levels was rarely Gaussian or

even symmetric, we reported the median and half the interquartile range as a proxy

for dispersion.
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CHAPTER III

Noise-free signal processing at PHO promoters

requires repression by Cbf1

–
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Introduction

As its name suggests, centromere binding factor 1 (CBF1, also known as

CEP1, CP1, or CPF1) was first identified as a member of the S. cerevisiae kinetochore

complex and plays an integral role in the proper segregation of chromosomes

during mitosis and meiosis [75]. Unlike higher eukaryotes, yeast centromeric (CEN)

sequences are well-defined and delineated into three centromere DNA elements

(CDEs), the shortest of which is CDEI comprising the 8bp consensus RTCACRTG

(R=A or G). As a basic-helix-loop-helix zipper protein (like Pho4), Cbf1 binds CDEI

sequences as a homodimer, and in vitro binding studies have shown the average

affinity to be 2-3 nM [76].

Despite its role in ploidy regulation, cbflA strains are viable but interestingly,

auxotrophic for methionine [77]. Studies on the transcriptional control of MET4,

MET14, MET16, and MET25 independently revealed the existence of a TCACGTGA

upstream activating sequence (UAS) in the promoter that is necessary for full

induction (78-81). Based on the concurrence of this control element with CDEI,

binding studies conducted using purified Cbf1 and the MET25 UAS provided in

vitro evidence implicating Cbf1 in MET regulation [82]. Furthermore, productive

binding of Cbf1 to the MET16 UAS was shown to require its presence in a

multimeric transcription activation complex. Thus, it is thought that association

with cofactors is a mechanism by which Cbf1 selects among the multitude of

CANNTG-type / E-box sequences scattered throughout the genome [83].

Given its disparate roles at MET promoters and the kinetochore complex,
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there is an accumulating body of evidence suggesting that the function of Cbf1 is to

coordinate the formation of higher order structures in yeast chromatin [77]. Likely

as a result of its high abundance relative to other transcription factors, Cbf1 has been

shown in genome-scale chromatin immunoprecipitation studies to be bound to

almost 83% of the CACGTG motifs in the intergenic regions of yeast [84, 85].

Furthermore, a representative set of promoters shown to recruit Cbf1 in vivo are

dependent on Cbf1 for proper nucleosome positioning as demonstrated by altered

micrococcal nuclease digestion patterns [86].

The nucleosome positioning effects of Cbf1 may be a result of its recruitment

to promoters of Iswl, a chromatin remodeling ATPase known to modulate the

translational position of nucleosomes [87]. In fact, the Cbf1-Isw1 combination has

been shown to transcriptionally repress PHO8 and PHO84 at the diauxic shift (shift

from glucose to ethanol metabolism) by coordinating the eviction of the TATA

binding protein (TBP) [88]. Furthermore, this regulation is dependent on both the

existence a promoter CACGTG motif and productive Cbf1 promoter occupancy such

that either ablation of the consensus sequence or critical point mutation in the DNA

binding domain of Cbf1 abrogates PHO8 repression [88].

The study of Moreau et al., (2003) focused primarily on the changes in PHO8

regulation that accompany the shift to aerobic ethanol metabolism. However, the

authors also provide data on the state of the PHO8 promoter in a pre-diauxic, high

phosphate environment, a situation that approaches the laboratory conditions we

select for repressing the PHO pathway. Under these conditions, they find that Cbf1

is bound at the PHO8 promoter to a degree similar to post-diauxic shift; however,
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unlike promoters examined by Kent et al., (2004), nucleosome positions are not

altered in a chfl/\background. Furthermore, consistent with their conclusions for

the requirement of CBF1 in diauxic shift PHO8 repression, they also observe higher

induction of PHO8 in pre-diauxic, high phosphate conditions when CBF1 is deleted.

However, the observed changes in expression are not as dramatic and may not be

statistically significant.
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Results

Given the evidence for cross-regulation of PHO promoters by Cbf1, we

sought to investigate the behavior of the PHO5 promoter variants in a chfla genetic

background. In order to delete CBF1 from our haploid transcriptional reporter

strains, we mated the pho&0A derivatives of the PHO5 promoter variant with EY1520

(K699 MATo ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15ura3 chfla::LELI2),

sporulated, and selected for both PHO80-wildtype and pho&0A versions of each

promoter variant that also exhibited leucine prototrophy (Table 3.1).

Nucleosome structure. Because the impact of a loss of CBF1 on nucleosome

positions is gene-specific, we wanted to assay the promoter chromatin structure of

PHO5 in a chfla background. Consistent with the results of Moreau et al., (2003)

whereby deletion of CBF1 was inconsequential to nucleosome positioning at PHO8,

we also observe that the PHO5 promoter is similarly unperturbed (Fig. 3.1). This is

inclusive of the H1c variant where one might expect some effect due to the

accessible CACGTG motif.
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cb■ 1A::LEU2, cb■ 1A::LEU2,
phoSA::yeCFP1-Kan phos4::yeCFP1-Kan,

phoö0A::C9HIS3

WTC — )— A H EY1805 EY1806

Lic —e— EY1807 EY1808

L2c K. A –C–
-

EY1819 EY1820

L3c K. A –C– A\ H EY1844. EY 1877

H1c K –A–
-

EY1809 EY1810

H2C K º –A–
-

EY1821 EY1822

H3C —ºr- A - EY1815 EY1816

H4C —A- - - - EY1817 EY1818

A1C O– H
-

EY1812

A2C C —3– º H
-

EY1814

A3c K. A 2–4— - H
-

EY1824

A4c K. A —4– º H
-

EY1826

Table 3.1: Haploid transcriptional reporter strains containing a deletion of CBF1. All strains based
on EY1519 (K699 MATa ade2-1 trpl-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura■ cbflA::LEu2). C3, Candida
glabrata; yeGFP1, yeast-enhanced green fluorescent protein; and Kan, E. coli kan' (resistance to G418/
geneticin). Table cell colors reflect an exposed low affinity (blue), high affinity (red), or ablated
(white) Pho4 binding site.

--

:
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Figure 3.1: Promoter nucleosome positions at PHO5 are minimally perturbed by the deletion of CBF1
or by the presence of the yeGFP1 coding sequence. For reference, the chromatin structure of the
wildtype PHO5 promoter with native protein coding sequence is included in black.
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Expression capacity. As a first step in assessing the effects of a CBF1 deletion on

PHO transcriptional control, we examined the maximal output of each PHO5

promoter variant by measuring GFP fluorescence in strains also lacking PHO80 (Fig.

3.2). As with the CBF1-wildtype promoter variants (Fig. 2.3), we again observe a

wide spectrum of expression capacities. Interestingly, the range of maximal values

is larger such that the H3c variant is almost twice the strength of the WT promoter.

Additionally, H3c is now the strongest expressing variant, surpassing even the L3c

variant seen previously as the highest expressing promoter with the most number of

Phoº! sites. In another oddity, the H1c variant, containing a single exposed high

affinity site, exhibits greater expression than H4c with both an exposed high and

occluded low affinity site in the native motif locations.

Under the assumption that Cbf1 targets high but not low affinity Pho4 motifs,

we would expect that loss of its repressive effect would be most predominant in

promoters containing an exposed high affinity site. Indeed, this is upheld by

determining the ratio of expression capacities in variants exposing a high affinity

site to variants exposing a low affinity site, and comparing the equivalent variant

pairs between chflá and CBF1-wildtype backgrounds (Table 3.2).

º

ºº
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Figure 3.2: Maximum induction levels of PHO5 promoter variants in a chfla genetic background.
Measurements were performed by flow cytometry on strains containing a deletion of the PHO80 gene
and grown in 10 mM phosphate medium. All distributions were unimodal and the mean of the log
fluorescence values was taken as the measure of central tendency. Expression means for all variants
are normalized to WTc and listed in the same order as Fig. 2.3 for comparison. The dotted line
references the wildtype promoter.

-
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cbf1A CBF1

-
5.12 2.10

*O-3)
-

1.95 1.19

-
1.90 1.48

Table 3.2: Ratios of maximum expression values in variants exposing a high affinity site to variants
exposing a low affinity site (rows), and compared between chfla and CBF1-wildtype genetic
backgrounds (columns).

-

As seen above in Table 3.2, the fold-change in expression capacity when moving

from an exposed low to high motif is consistently greater in chfla promoter variants,

suggesting that CBF1 exerts a repressive influence at PHO promoters.

In spite of these differences in expression capacity from CBF1-wildtype

strains, a number of promoter architecture characteristics are still consistent between

the two genetic backgrounds. First and foremost, we observe the effect of

nucleosome-restricted accessibility on motifs such that maximal promoter activity

still can not be determined purely by DNA sequence scan for the number and

affinity of Phog sites (compare A3c, H4c, L2C, and WTc which all have one high and

one low affinity motif). Secondly, a high affinity site occluded under nucleosome -2

is still more transcriptionally potent than a high affinity site relocated to nucleosome
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-3 (H3c > H2c, WTc > L2c). The inverse correlation between distance from

translation start and transcriptional influence thus seems to be a promoter property

independent of Cbf1, and is consistent with the genome-scale statistics of Harbison

et al., (2004).

Response function in low affinity class. To evaluate the impact of chflá on PHO5

transcription in a quantitatively induced fashion, we grew the PHO5 promoter

variants in a 0-50 mM range of extracellular phosphate until expression reached

steady-state, and analyzed GFP fluorescence by flow cytometry. When the

fluorescence distributions measured from the exposed low affinity site variants

(WTc, L1c, L2C, L3c) are plotted against extracellular phosphate and compared with

the corresponding distributions measured from CBF1-wildtype strains, we observe a

significantly increased amount of total gene expression noise (Fig. 3.3—3.6).

In the WTC, L1c, and L2c variants, the transcriptional variability is increased

to a degree such that induction in intermediate phosphate, however small in the

CBF1-wildtype low affinity class, is no longer discernible (Table 3.3).

In the L3c variant, we observe some expression bimodality in high phosphate

conditions, presumably due to over-recruitment of Pho4 from two high affinity sites

(Fig. 3.6). The low Pho4 activity in these conditions, combined with the absence of

Cbf1's presumed repressing activity, may be sufficient to stochastically trigger

chromatin remodeling such that the two nucleosomal high affinity sites become

accessible and the promoter is further sensitized to residual Pho.4 activity. Because

the high phosphate / basal promoter chromatin state is ultimately more open in this

º
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variant, the stable transcriptional induction seen is presumably a result of Pho4

independent mechanisms, as nuclear Pho.4 activity is still minimal.

With intermediate phosphate conditions in the L3c variant, we observe

transcriptional activity that is slightly less noisy such that median expression

decreases from high phosphate (Table 3.3). A consequence of higher Pho4 activity

may be that PhoA-dependent transcriptional machinery occupies the promoter,

displacing and out-competing the Phoº-independent mechanisms that may have

predominated under high phosphate conditions.

º

*-º-
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Figure 3.3: Physiological response function of the WT PHO5 promoter in CBF1-wildtype (top) and
cb■ 1A (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.4: Physiological response function of the L1 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbfl A (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.5: Physiological response function of the L2 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbfl A (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.6: Physiological response function of the L3 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbflA (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Response function in high affinity class. When the high affinity class of PHO5

promoter variants (H1c-H4c) is grown in a 0-50 mM range of extracellular

phosphate and steady-state GFP levels measured by flow cytometry, we generally

observe fluorescence distributions that have increased amounts of total gene

expression noise when compared to their CBF1-wildtype counterparts (Fig. 3,7–

3.10).

Furthermore, we consistently see bimodal expression throughout the high

affinity class under high phosphate conditions, indicating incomplete transcriptional

repression. As first mentioned in a previous chapter section discussing expression

heterogeneity in the H3 (CBF1-wildtype) promoter variant, we believe bimodality

arises from an exposed high affinity site sensitizing the PHO5 promoter to residual

amounts of nuclear Pho4 activity present in high phosphate. Now, in the genetic

context of a CBF1 deletion, we see in the H3c variant that the majority of cells has

shifted into the induced sub-population such that distribution medians no longer

coincide with the sub-population of lower fluorescence (Fig. 3.9). The alleviation of

presumably Cbf1-mediated repression has also resulted in population heterogeneity

where none existed before, namely in variants H1.c, H2C, and H4c (Fig. 3.7, 3.8, 3.10).

In intermediate phosphate conditions (10-100 uM), we surprisingly observe

considerably less transcriptional variability in all four high affinity class variants.

The spread in fluorescence values within the unimodal distributions is, in fact,

comparable to that measured from the same conditions in CBF1-wildtype cells

(Table 3.3). The substantial reduction in variability seen between high and

intermediate phosphate conditions likely results from the significantly increased
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promoter recruitment of Pho! driven by the combination of higher nuclear Phoq

activity and an exposed high affinity site. Furthermore, that the variabilities are

similar between chflá and CBF1-wildtype variants suggest that, under conditions

where Pho-1-dependent events predominate at the promoter, it is the primary

determinant of transcriptional noise. As with the L3c variant, this may also indicate

that the heterogeneous gene induction seen in high phosphate conditions is a result

of Pho.4-independent mechanisms that are ectopically operational on a promoter left

remodeled by residual Phoº! activity.

The variability in expression for all the PHO5 promoter variants, comparing

cb■ 1A to CBF1-wildtype backgrounds, is summarized in Table 3.3. As a metric for

quantifying dispersion within each distribution, we chose to use the interquartile

range (IQR) instead of standard deviation for the fact that all of our measured

distributions (or their logged values) fail a Lilliefors statistical test for normality

(data not shown). Thus, for each variant and the series of distributions associated

with its response function, we determine the IQR from logged fluorescence values

but subsequently exponentiate the IQR back into calibrated fluorescence units.

From each set of phosphate conditions (No:0 um; Int:10-100 um; High: 0.5-50 mM),

we report the smallest and largest IQR.
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Figure 3.7: Physiological response function of the H1 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbflA (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.8: Physiological response function of the H2PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbflA (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.9. Physiological response function of the H3 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype (top)
and cbflA (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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Figure 3.10: Physiological response function of the H4 PHO5 promoter variant in CBF1-wildtype
(top) and cbflA (bottom) genetic backgrounds.
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cbf1A CBF1-wildtype
IQR [calib. fluor., a.u.] IQR [calib. fluor., a.u.]

No Int High No Int High
(0p/M) (10-100 HM) (0.5-50 mM) (0p. M) (10-100 HM)|(0.5-50 mM)

—e—º 2.28 3.02 - 3.39 || 3.19 - 4.82 2.02 2.63 - 2.78 2.42 - 2.90.

-- 2.31 2.94 - 3.14 2.51 - 3.03. 2.25 2.01 - 2.02 || 1.89 - 2.17

--- 2.13 2.22 - 2.48 2.07 - 2.24 1.94 2.38 - 2.42 2.20 - 2.30

—e— H 3.20 3.97 - 5.49 || 5.42 - 9.33 1.64 2.39 - 2.47 2.52 - 2.74.

( ). 1.85 | 1.88 - 2.34 15.96 - 1.94 | 1.69 - 1.73 || 2.27 - 2.41
-

24.58

© º 2.03 | 1.80-2.02 26.31 - 1.85 1.58 - 1.59 2.15 - 2.2837.35

__º| 1.89 | 1.81 - 2.36 30.08 - 1.33 1.38 - 1.41 2.55 - 28.44
44.53

—a--->| 2.02 | 1.84 - 2.34 6.51 - 8.96 1.73 1.69 - 1.71 || 2.62 - 2.72

Table 3.3: Interquartile ranges (IQR) as a measure of transcriptional variability. PHO5 promoter
variants are compared from cbflA (left half) and CBF1-wildtype (right half) genetic backgrounds.
Values are in units of calibrated fluorescence and those in bold represent IQR ranges that contain
bimodal distributions. In general, IQRs from chfla promoter variants are larger than their CBF1
wildtype counterparts due to a presumed loss of repression.
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SPL2. It has been suggested that the bimodality observed under high phosphate

conditions in the cbflA PHO5 promoter variants with an exposed high affinity site

may not be the direct result of a loss of repression at the promoter level, but rather

an indirect consequence of deregulated upstream PHO pathway elements. For

example, SPL2 is a component that functions in a positive feedback loop to

(paradoxically) repress phosphate import into the cell under starvation conditions

(Wykoff et al., unpublished data). Furthermore, in conjunction with negative

feedback elements involving PHO84, a plasma membrane phosphate permease

whose promoter contains exposed high affinity sites (Fig. 2.12), the PHO pathway

has been observed to bifurcate into distinct activated and repressed sub-populations

at intermediate phosphate (Margolin et al., unpublished data). Thus, if both SPL2

and PHO84 are ectopically activated in a chfla background, it is possible that the

phosphate threshold for activation has simply been shifted from intermediate into

the high phosphate range.

Because of this possible scenario, we decided to map the SPL2 promoter

architecture to gain insight into transcriptional control (Fig. 3.11). We observe that

its promoter contains exposed high affinity sites and thus, it is likely that SPL2 is

transcriptionally regulated in a manner similar to PHO84.
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Figure 3.11: Promoter architecture of SPL2 defined by superimposing nucleosome positions onto
Pho4 binding site locations and affinities. Triangles are high affinity consensus sites (CACGTG).
Enrichment of DNA segments protected by nucleosomes from micrococcal nuclease digestion is
quantified by PCR and normalized to the highest promoter-specific signal. The SPL2 promoter has at
least one accessible high affinity Pho4 binding site.
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Discussion

Consistent with the findings of Moreau et al., (2003) it would appear that

Cbf1 generally exerts a repressive effect on the PHO5 promoter. This is particularly

pronounced in variants containing an exposed high affinity Pho4 binding site

(which Cbf1 presumably binds) such that a sub-population of cells is stably induced

even in high phosphate conditions (Fig. 3.3—3.6). We believe this inability to

completely repress transcription stems from a promoter hyper-sensitized to residual

Phoº! activity which stochastically nucleates nucleosome disassembly and leaves the

basal chromatin state in a remodeled configuration. As Pho4 activity is insufficient

under these conditions to bring about transcriptional initiation, it is likely the

activated sub-population is stably promoted by unbidden Pho4-independent

mechanisms. However, as Pho4 activity strengthens, the increase in promoter

occupancy appears to decrease total noise such that the variability at intermediate

phosphate conditions is comparable between chflá and CBF1-wildtype strains

throughout the high affinity class (Table 3.3). It is likely that once a threshold

occupancy of Pho.4 is reached, Pho4-dependent machinery commandeer the

promoter and competing transcription promoting mechanisms are excluded.

The only member of the low affinity class that exhibits expression

heterogeneity is the L3c variant (Fig. 3.6). As the sole low affinity variant with two

high affinity (but occluded) motifs, we again suspect basal over-recruitment of Pho4

and subsequent Pho4-independent transcriptional mechanisms resulting from the

absence of a counteracting activity mediated by Cbf1.
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Because the L3c variant has the most number of Pho4 sites and was measured

previously to have the highest maximal induction in a CBF1-wildtype background

(Fig. 2.3), this may be the first indication that Cbf1 may be a mechanism for

suppressing changes in total transcriptional noise that may accompany the scaling of

expression capacity [89]. Furthermore, regulation of Cbf1 may occur in the context

of a Pho.4-dependent negative feedback loop, as auto-regulatory transcriptional

repression is known to decrease variability in gene expression [90].

It was hypothesized that the expression heterogeneity observed in the high

affinity class of variants is the result of an altered phosphate induction threshold due

to deregulated positive and negative feedback control loops in the PHO pathway (B.

S. Margolin, personal communication). From the promoter architectures of PHO84

(Fig. 2.12) and SPL2 (Fig. 3.11), it is likely both genes have a similar transcriptional

threshold of activation due to exposed high affinity sites. Thus, if both genes are

similarly deregulated in a chfl/\background, it is possible the bimodality observed

in the high affinity class of variants is simply a phenotype of the shifted window of

bifurcated behavior established by the pathway. Further studies measuring the

physiological response function of PHO84 and SPL2 in a chfla background will

provide additional insight.

Given the large number of CACGTG/E-box motifs in the genome, an

unresolved issue is how Pho4 molecules selectively target PHO promoters upon

phosphate induction. From previous work, cooperative promoter binding with the

transcription cofactor Pho2 may be one mechanism [56, 57,91]. The present data

suggest a further strategy the cell may employ, in addition to the chromatin
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restricted accessibility of sites established in the previous chapter. As suggested by

Lee et al., (2002), CACGTG is known to occur in up to 5% of yeast intergenic regions

and Cbf1 is likely bound to a significant fraction [85]. Thus, exploiting differences in

affinity with transcription factors that competitively recognize the same motif may

be a mechanism Pho.4 participates in to achieve regulated displacement of bound

sites. The gradual replacement of a repressing activity such as Cbf1 with an

inducing activity as Pho'■ may function to reduce noise in gene expression.
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PHO transcriptional reporters (haploid).
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PHO transcriptional reporters (diploid).

WT/yegPP1-Kan WT/yegPP1-Kan
(heterozygous reporter) phoö04::CghlS3/phoö04::CghlS3

PHO5 EY2192 EY21.93

EY22O1
PHO8 EY2200 EY2251

EY2216
PHO12 EY2232 EY2217

EY2237

PHO84 EY21.94 EY2195

PHO89 EY21.96 EY2197

PHM2 EY21.98 EY2199

EY2203
PHM4 EY22O2 EY2249

EY2205
PHM6 EY2204 EY2250

ura:3/ EY2231

uras::PHO84pr. (PH...;O84) (PHO84/PHO84yegPP1-URA3 phoö0A::C9HIS3/phoö04:C9HIS3)
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Appendix II: MATLAB functions

denseries.m. Takes a series of data vectors containing fluorescence values and
generates a rotated/birdseye view (e.g., Fig. 2.22) of the normalized histograms
using a heat-map color scheme. Used to visually compare a series of distributions.

function denseries(ylims, varargin)
%

%DENSERIES(YLIMS, VARARGIN) - Plots a FACS density series of normalized and smoothed
% (by 1-D interpolation) distributions in semilog-y given by the data vectors

supplied in VARARGIN. Assumes x to be linearly spaced. DENSERIES is argument
compatible with HISTSERIES, which plots the histogram series front-to-back.

YLIMS - 2 member vector specifying the range of the distribution:
YLIMS = [1e-3 1e2]

VARARGIN - series of data vectors (one for each distribution) to be plotted

Example: If a series of vectors are in the cell array DATAFITTED:

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% DENSERIES([min(cellfuncémin, DATAFITTED)), max(cell funcémax, ...
% DATAFITTED))], DATAFITTED{1:end})
%
% F. Lam - 8/2006

numseries = length(varargin);

% Parameters for histogram binning, and interpolation (smoothed) points
histbins = 80;
interpbins = 160;
spread = 0.45;

xcenters 1: numseries;-

xspread zeros(1, 2*numseries);
xspread(1:2:end) = xcenters - spread;
xspread(2:2:end) = xcenters + spread;
binstmp = logspace(log10(ylims(1)), log10(ylims(2)), histbins)';
bins = logspace(log10Cylims(1)), log10Cylims(2)), interpbins)';
Z = zeros(interpbins, length(xspread));

for i = 1: numseries

tmp = hist(varargin{i}, binstmp)";

% Smooth by interpolation
y = interp1(binstmp, tmp, bins, 'pchip');

% Normalize histograms
ZC:, iº2) = y / max(y);
Z(:, it 2–1) = Z(:, iº2);

end

surf(xspread, bins, Z); shading interp;
set(gca, 'yscale', 'log"); set(gca, 'ztick', []);
view([0, 90]); axis tight
xlabel ("Pi [\muM]"), ylabel ("Calibrated [% fluor]")
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facscalibeads.m. Support function called by polyfacsbeadfit.m that processes the
flow cytometry files containing fluorescence measurements of the calibration beads.

function varargout = facscalibeads(directory, beadfiles, fosmin, fosmax, sscmin, sscmax,
gfpmin, gfpmax, dispcalibr)
%

%FACSCALIBEADSCDIRECTORY, BEADFILES, FCSMIN, FCSMAX, SSCMIN, SSCMAX, GFPMIN, GFPMAX,
DISP) - Returns a vector of the fluorescence means corresponding to the # of
calibration points as determined by the # of beadfiles.

[MEANS, STDEVS] = FACSCALIBEADSC...) returns a vector of fluorescence means in
MEANS and a vector of the standard deviations in STDEVS. The inverse STDEVS can be
used as weights in least-squares linear regression.

DIRECTORY - string of directory path to bead .fcs files
BEADFILES - cell array containing names of .fcs files, one for each calibration

point (even if all points use the same file!). For example, if you have 3
calibration points all contained in the same ..fcs file, provide
BEADFILES = {"Beads. fos', 'Beads. fos', 'Beads. fos' 3.

FCSMIN - scalar double of the forward scatter gate minimum
FCSMAX - scalar double of the forward scatter gate maximum
SSCMIN - scalar double of the side scatter gate minimum
SSCMAX - scalar double of the side scatter gate maximum
GFPMIN – vector of the fluorescence gate minima of each calibration point.

The corresponding member of the GFPMAX vector will therefore set the
fluorescence gate for that point.

GFPMAX – vector of the fluorescence gate maxima of each calibration point.
For example, GFPMIN = [1e2 6e2 3e3], GFPMAX = [5e2 2e3 9e3] will set 3
calibration points where the first point is defined by the fluorescence peak
between 1e2 and 5e2; 6e2 < second point « 2e3; 3e3 < third point « 9e3.

DISP – string to toggle displaying the fos plots: 'yes' or 'no'

F. Lam - 6. 2006

% Input checks
numpoints = length(beadfiles);

if length(gfpmin) < numpoints
error("Number of points in GFPMIN does not match number of BEADFILES.");

elseif length(gfpmax) < numpoints
error("Number of points in GFPMAX does not match number of BEADFILES.');

elseif fosmax <= fosmin
error('FCS gate window is nonexistent - check FCSMAX, FCSMIN values.');

elseif sscnax <= sscnin
error('SSC gate window is nonexistent - check SSCMAX, SSCMIN values.');

else
for i = 1: numpoints

if gfpmax(i) <= gfpmin(i)
error([' GFP gate is nonexistent for calibration point ' num2str(i)]);

end
end

end
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% Loop through calibration points
over = zeros(size(gfpmax));
Stds = zeros(size(gfpmax));

ca(directory);
file = '':

for i = 1: numpoints
lastfile = file;
file = [beadfiles {i}];

% Suppress display of FCS/SSC plot if file is the same as lastfile
if (stromp(lastfile, file))

dispforwside = 'no';
else

dispforwside = dispcalibr;
end

gated = forwsidegate2(file, fcsmin, fosmax, sscmin, sscmax, dispforwside);

if (stromp(dispcalibr, 'yes'))
% Display GFP histogram of bead
bins = logspace(log10(min(gated)), log10(max(gated)), 1000);
figure, hist(gated, bins), set(gca, 'xscale', 'log')
hold on, plot([gfpmin(i) gfpmin(i)], [0 max(ylim)], 'k', [gfpmax(i)
gfpmax(i)], [0 max(ylim)], 'k')

end

% Determine statistics within GFP gates
gate ind = find(gated - gfpmin(i) & gated & gfpmax(i));
aver(i) = geomean(gated(gateind));
stds(i) = sta(gated(gateind));

end

if nargout ==
varargout = {aver};

else

varargout = {aver stas) ;
end
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fitkinetics.m. Takes induction kinetics data and performs a least-squares fit to a Hill
equation with 3 freely-varying parameters: n (Hill coefficient), Vmax (asymptotic y
axis maximal value), and Km (half-maximal x axis value).

function x = fitkinetics(time, y)
%

%FITKINETICSCTIME, Y) - Given sigmoidal plot of vector TIME vs. vector Y, returns a 3
% member vector containing the least-squares fit values for:
%

% [CKm) (Hill coefficient) (Vmax)]
%

% Vectors TIME and Y must be of the same length.
%
%F. Lam – 8/2006
%

% Find a guess Km: use time closest to half max(y)
Kmindex = min(find(y – max(y)/2 > 0));

parguess(1) = time(Kmindex); % Km
parguess(2) = 2; % Hill coefficient n
parguess(3) = max(y); % Vmax

Vmin = min(y);

lbounds = [];
ubounds = [];

options = optimset("Display', 'Off');
[x, resnorm, residual] = lSqcurveft(6'hill, parguess, time, y, lbounds, ubounds, options,
Wmin);

% Residual degrees of freedom, # fittings points - parameters
resdof - length(y) – length(x);

% Root mean squared error or fit standard error
RMSE = sqrt(resnorm/resdof);
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~,

º
-

hill.m. Support function called by fitkinetics.m that defines the Hill equation for / S
passing to the optimization routine. 2–

Tº
function out = hill (parameters, x, Vmin) ~ *
% - (

%HILLCPARAMS, X, WMIN) - Compute y values to the Hill equation 4.
% y = Vmax * x^n / (Kman + x^n) + Vmin º,
% J º,
% PARAMS – 3 member vector where t

% PARAMS(1) = Km, value of x where y is half max º

% PARAMSG2) = n, Hill coefficient
% PARAMSG) = Vmax, max value
% X – vector of input values of the independent variable
% WMIN – (optional) baseline / minimum value; otherwise function will assume
% to be 0
%
%F. Lam – 8/2006
%

Km = parameters(1);
n = parameters(2);
Vmax = parameters(3);

if nargin == 3
min = Wmin; 3 IT

else -
º , , --

min = 0; /// \-
end *-

- -
—”

Out = (Vmax-min) * x. An . / (Kmºn + x. An) + min; * -

*

-
J. :)

*

r

º,
*

Tºº

F
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forwsidegate2.m. Rigid rectangular gating of flow cytometry data in the forward
scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) channels based on user-defined boundaries.
Used for extracting fluorescence values from measurements of calibration beads and
autofluorescence control strains.

function out = forwsidegate2(file, fcsmin, fosmax, sscnin, sscnax, disflag)
%

%FORWSIDEGATE2(FILE, FSCMIN, FSCMAX, SSCMIN, SSCMAX) - returns a vector of FITC
channel values from fos3 format FILE gated on forward scatter by lower limit
FCSMIN, upper limit FCSMAX, on side scatter by SSCMIN and SSCMAX, and on
any negative FITC values. Also displays a forward-side scatter plot with the
rectangular gate and a message with the number of negative FITC data points
eliminated.

Supplying an optional arbitrary string at the end of the argument list:
FORWSIDEGATECFILE, FSCMIN, FSCMAX, SSCMIN, SSCMAX, 'noplot")

suppresses the forward-side scatter plot and FITC message.

FORWSIDEGATE2 extends FORWSIDEGATE to read in 7 (instead of 3) columns of data
from the . fos file:

1 – FSC-A
- FSC–H
- SSC-A
– SSC-H
- FITC-A
- FITC–H

– TIME (10 ms / tick)

:
F. Lam – 11/2006

fosdata = foa readfcs(file);

% Gate the FITC channel by FSC, SSC limits
left = fosdata(:, fsccol) < fosmax;
right = fosdata(:, fsccol) > fosmin;
top = fosdata( : , sscCol) < sscnax;
bottom = fosdata( : , sscCol) > sscmin;

% Eliminate negative FITC values
nonegs = fosdata(:, gfpcol) > 0;

if (stromp(disflag, 'yes'))

% Gate on FSC vs SSC with rectangular limits
figure; dscatterCfcsdata( : , fsccol), fcsdata( : , sscColl));
xlabel ("FSC"), ylabel('SSC'), titleCstrrepG■ ile, ' ', '-'));
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end

Out

hold on

% Horizontal limits
plot(1: step: max(xlim), ones(size(1: step: max(xlim))) . * sscmax, "k');
plot(1: step: max(xlim), ones(size(1:step: max(xlim))) . * sscnin, 'k');

% Wertical limits
plot(ones(size(1: step: max(ylim))) . * fosmin, 1: step: max(ylim), 'k');
plot(ones(size(1: step: max(ylim))) . * fosmax, 1: step: max(ylim), 'k');
axis([0 fosmax*1.5 0 sscnax*1.5]);

disp(['Total negative FITC cells in ' file ': ' num2strClength(nonegs(~nonegs)))]);

= fosdata(left & right & top & bottom & nonegs, gfpcol);
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forwsidegate5.m. Semi-adaptive rectangular gating of flow cytometry data in the
forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) channels based on ranking and taking
the central portion of data. Used for post-processing measurements of GFP
transcriptional reporter strains to eliminate debris and larger cell aggregates.

function out = forwsidegate:3(file, fcsmin, fosmax, sscmin, sscmax, disflag)
%

%FORWSIDEGATE3(FILE, FSCMIN, FSCMAX, SSCMIN, SSCMAX, 'DISP") - returns a vector of
FITC channel values from foss format FILE rectangle-gated on the central inter
quantile portion of data in the forward and side scatter channels. For example,
based on the default quantile range of [0.1 0.85], data points in the central
75% in both the forward and side scatter channels will be taken. Negative FITC
values are also eliminated by default.

Arguments FCSMIN, FCSMAX, SSCMIN, and SSCMAX set the absolute outer bounds (ie.,
the 0, 100% percentile forward and side scatter values) between which the data
are considered. The 'DISP' string ('yes', 'no') displays a forward-side
scatter plot with the final rectangular gate and a message with the number of
negative FITC data points eliminated.

The 7 columns of data from the . fos file are:
1 – FSC-A
2 - FSC–H
3 – SSC-A
4 – SSC-H
5 – FITC-A
6 – FITC–H

7 - TIME (10 ms / tick)

F. Lam – 11/2006

% ---------------------------------- PARAMETERS ------------------------------------

step = 10000;
quantil = [0. 1 0.85];

fsccol = 1;
sscool = 3;
gfpcol = 5;

% ---------------------------------- MAIN LOOP -------------------------------------

fosdata = foa readfcs(file);

% Enforce absolute limits provided by arguments
fschounds = fosdata(:, fsccol) > fosmin & fosdata(:, fsccol) < fosmax;
SScbounds = fosdata(; , sscCol.) > SScmin & fosdata(: , sscCol) < sscmax;

% Determine limits based on quantiles
fsclims = quantile(fcsaata(fscbounds, fscCol), quantil);
ssclims = quantile(fcsaata(sscbounds, SSCCol), quantil);

fosmaxauan = fsclims(2);
fosminauan = fsclims(1);
SSCmaxquan = s.sclims(2);
sscninauan = s.sclims (1);
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* {} / "I
---,

- * Zºº
º -

% Gate the FITC channel by FSC, SSC limits --~ *
left = fosdata (; , fsccol) < fosmaxauan; ----->
right = fosdata(:, fsccol) > fosminauan;

-
is

top = fosdata( : , sscCol) < sscnaxauan; -] s
bottom = fosdata( : , sscCol ) > sscninauan; º

~ (*
% Eliminate negative FITC values * * *

-

nonegs = fosdata( : , gifpcol) > 0; º,
- - '92.

* *

if (stromp(disflag, 'yes')) – ".
--->

% Gate on FSC vs SSC with rectangular limits
figure; dscatter(fosdata(:, fsccol), fcsdata(: , sscool));
xlabel ("FSC"), ylabel('SSC'), titleGstrrepG■ ile, '-', '-'));
hold on

% Horizontal limits
plot(1: step: max(xlim), ones(size(1: step: max(xlim))) . * sscmaxquan, 'k');
plot(1: step: max(xlim), ones(size(1: step: max(xlim))) . * sscninauan, 'k');

% Vertical limits
plot(ones(size(1:step: max(ylim))) . * fosminauan, 1: step: max(ylim), 'k');
plot(ones(size(1:step: max(ylim))) . * fosmaxquan, 1: step: max(ylim), 'k');
axis([0 fosmaxauan"1.5 0 sscnaxauan"1.5]);

disp(['Total negative FITC cells in ' file ': ' num2str(length(nonegs(~nonegs)))]);
end

Out = fosdata(left & right & top & bottom & nonegs, gfpcol);
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polyfacsbeadfit.m. Takes flow cytometry fos 3.0 files containing measurements of
the calibration beads, performs weighted least-squares regression against the
manufacturer fluorescence units, and returns coefficients defining the standard
CUITVe.

function varargout = polyfacsbeadfit(stdz, directory, beadfiles, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscmin,
bsscmax, bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr)
%

%POLYFACSBEADFITCX, DIRECTORY, BEADFILES, FCSMIN, FCSMAX, SSCMIN, SSCMAX, GFPMIN,
GFPMAX, DISP) – Returns a vector of polynomial coefficients ready for use with
polyval to fit fluorescence values. A weighted least-squares linear regression
of the calibration beads returns the coefficients a, b to the fitted line
y = ax + b. Because this fitted standard curve is then used for interpolating
fluorescence values to get corrected values (in units of [manufacturer 9%
fluorescence]), the inverse relation x = (y-b)/a is needed. The vector of
polynomial coefficients POLYFACSBEADFIT returns is therefore [(1/a) (-b/a)].

[P, NORMFACT] = POLYFACSBEADFITC...) returns a vector of polynomial coefficients
in P and a scalar of the single point normalization factor in NORMFACT.
NORMFACT is determined from the middle of the standard curve fitted from weighted
least-squares linear regression of the calibration beads.

X – vector of x values to which the calibration points correspond
DIRECTORY - string of directory path to bead .fcs files
BEADFILES - cell array containing names of .fcs files, one for each calibration

point (even if all points use the same file!). For example, if you have 3
calibration points all contained in the same ..fcs file, provide
BEADFILES = {"Beads. fos', 'Beads. fos', 'Beads. fos' 3.

FCSMIN - scalar double of the forward scatter gate minimum
FCSMAX - scalar double of the forward scatter gate maximum
SSCMIN - scalar double of the side scatter gate minimum
SSCMAX – scalar double of the side scatter gate maximum
GFPMIN – vector of the fluorescence gate minima of each calibration point.

The corresponding member of the GFPMAX vector will therefore set the
fluorescence gate for that point.

GFPMAX - vector of the fluorescence gate maxima of each calibration point.
For example, GFPMIN = [1e2 6e2 3e3], GFPMAX = [5e2 2e3 9e3] will set 3
calibration points where the first point is defined by the fluorescence peak
between 1e2 and 5e2; 6e2 < second point « 2e3; 3e3 < third point « 9e3.

DISP – string to toggle displaying the fos plots: 'yes' or 'no'

F. Lam – 6/2006

[stdy, wots] = facscalibeads(directory, beadfiles, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscmin, bsscmax,
bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr);

% Do weighted linear least-squares using inverse standard deviations as weights.
ptmp = weightedlinefit(stdz, stay, 1./wgts);

% Single point normalization factor - use middle of standard curve
normfac = polyval(ptmp, mean([stdz(1) stax(end)]));

if (stromp(dispcalibr, 'yes'))
R = corrcoefcstdz, stay);
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R2 = R(1,2)^2;

figure, plot(stdz, stay, 'k"', 0:100:800, polyval(ptmp, 0:100:800), 'b-');
titleGstrcat("RA2 = ', num2str(R2))), xlabel('% Fluor"), ylabel('Mean FITC');

end

% Swap x, y - get line for x = (y – b)/a for interpolating GFP values. Put into
% vector of polynomial coefficients for using with polyval.
p = [1/ptmp(1) –ptmp(2)/ptmp(1)];

if nargout ==
varargout = {p};

else

varargout = {p normfac) ;
end
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process_timecourse.m. Template for processing flow cytometry files from kinetic
measurements of gene induction. This is a master script that calls numerous
support functions to establish a calibration curve, subtract autofluorescence from all
transcriptional reporter measurements, standardize fluorescence values off the
standard curve, and ultimately output a plot of time-dependent fluorescence
distributions and their associated medians.

clear
% -------------------------------- CALIBRATION BEADS --------------------------------

% Each position in each array corresponds to properties of A, B, C, D, E
stdx = [2 9.1 48 246 777]; % Manufacturer percentages of beads

beadfiles = {"Calibration—450 V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration—450
V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration-450 V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE.fcs', 'Calibration-450
V_ABCDE. fos'};

beadfiles2 = {"Calibration-450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE
end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450
V_ABCDE end. fos'] ;

% Beads FSC, SSC
bfcsmin = 3.5e4;
bfcsmax = 5e4;
bSScmin = 1.5e5;
bsscnax = 2.3eS;

bgfpmin = [1e2 6e2 3e3 2e3 7e4];
bgfpmax = [5.5e2 2e3 9e3 5e4 2e5];

dispcalibr = 'yes';
dispfacs = 'yes';
dispfacs80 = 'yes';

% ----------------------------------- PARAMETERS ------------------------------------

directory = '/Users/flam/chromatin/FACS/05-06-06 No Pi induction";
GFPminus = 'Calibration—450 V_57 10 mM Pi.fcs';

savefile = '05–06–06data";

% Background FSC, SSC
backfschmin = 7e4;
backfscnax = 11e4;
backsscnin = 264;
backsscnax = 5e4;

strain = {"1903', '1907', '1910", "1926'3;
maximum = {' 480 min. fos', ' 480 min. fos', ' 480 min. fos', ' 480 min. fos' 3;
maximumgfpmin [1e3, 1e3, 1e3, 1e3];

time [0:15:300 320:20:420 480];
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suffix = {' 0 min (10 mM Pi). fos', ' 15 min. fos', ' 30 min. fos', ' 45 min. fos', '-60
min. fos', ' 75 min. fos', ' 90 min. fos', '-105 min. fos', '-120 min. fos', '-135 min. fos', '-150
min. fos', ' 165 min. fos', '-180 min. fos', ' 195 min. fos', '-210 min. fos', '-225 min. fos',
' 240 min. fos', ' 255 min. fos', ' 270 min. fos', '-285 min. fos', ' 300 min. fos', '-320
min. fos', '-340 min. fos', '-360 min. fos', '-380 min. fos', ' 400 min. fos', '-420 min. fos',
' 480 min. fos'] ;

% Sample FSC, SSC
fosmin = 4.e4;
fosmax = 13e3;
SScmin = 2e4;
SSCITIOX = 7e4;

% Display
yrange = [0.3 300];
medcolor = [0 0 0];
medsize = 4;
fontsiz = 14;
xlab = 'Time [hr]";
ylab = 'Calibrated [% fluor] ';

% ---------------------------------- STANDARD CURVE ---------------------------------

stacurve/1, :) = polyfacsbeadfit(stdz, directory, beadfiles, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscmin,
bsscnax, bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr);

stacurve(2, ;) = polyfacsbeadfit(stdz, directory, beadfiles2, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscImin,
bsscmax, bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr);

p = mean(stdcurve);

% Get autofluorescence
backgra = forwsidegate2(GFPminus, backfscnin, backfscnax, backsscmin, backsscmax,
dispcalibr);

% ------------------------------------ INTERPOLATE ----------------------------------

data = cell(1, length(time));

% Loop thru strains
for i = 1:length(strain)

% Get maximum expression
file = [strain {i} maximum{i}];
gated pre = forwsidegate:3(file, fcsmin, fosmax, sscnin, sscmax, dispfacs80);
gated presub = gatedpre - vectorpad(backgra, length(gatedpre));
maximumgated = gatedpresub(gated presub >= maximumgfpmin(i));
maximumdist = polyval(p, maximumgated);
maximumfitted = median(maximumdist);

if (stromp(dispfacs80, 'yes'))
histfacs(maximumgated); title(file);

end

% Time point loop ---------------------------------------------------------------
averfitnonegs = zeros(1, length(suffix));

for j = 1:length(suffix)
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file = [strain [i] suffix{j}];

% Get GFP positive samples
gated pre = forwsidegate:3(file, fcsmin, fosmax, sscmin, sscmax, dispfacs);

% Subtract autofluorescence (before any kind of normalizing).
gatedpresub = gatedpre – vectorpad(backgra, length(gatedpre));

% --- DAY TO DAY CORRECTION ---

% Interpolate to standard curve [% fluorescence, bead units]
gated fitted = polyval (p, gatedpresub);
data (j} = gated fitted(gated fitted - 0);
averfitnonegs(j) = median(data (j});

end

% Create variables to Save data
eval ([' data_' strain:{i} '- data; "I);
eval ([' dataSS_' strain {i} '- maximumdist; 'I);
eval(["steadystate_' strain {i} '- maximumfitted; 'I);

% Plot figures
figure; denseriessemilogy(time/60, data (1:end}); hold on
h = plot3(time/60, averfitnonegs, ones(1, length(time)), 'ko-');
set(h, 'MarkerFaceColor', medcolor, "MarkerSize', medsize);
plot3([min(xlim) max(xlim)], [maximumfitted maximumfitted], [11], 'k--");
ylimCyrange); set(gca, 'FontSize', fontsiz); titleCDstrain [i}]);
xlabel(xlab); ylabel(ylab);

% Save figure -------------------------------------------------------------------
tmp = '';
while strcmp(tmp, '')

tmp = input(['\nSave Figure ' num2str(gcf) " as pa■ ? (y/n): 'I', 's');
end

if strcmp(tmp, 'y')
eval(['print -dpdf " strain [i}]);
disp([char(10) 'Figure saved!' char(10)])

else

disp([char(10) 'Figure NOT saved.' char(10)])
end

end

% ------------------------------------- SAVE WARS -----------------------------------

tmp = '';
while strcmp(tmp, '')

tmp = input(['\nSave data to file "' savefile ".mat"? Cy/n): 'I', 's');
end

if strcmp(tmp, 'y')
eval(["save ' savefile ' time strain data_* dataSS_* medians_* steadystate_*'I);
disp([char(10) "Data saved ' char(10)])

else

disp([char(10) 'Data NOT saved.' char(10)])
end
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*/º

process_titration.m. Template for processing flow cytometry files from
º

measurements of the physiological response function. This is a master script that -->

calls numerous support functions to establish a calibration curve, subtract º
autofluorescence from all gene-specific steady-state measurements, standardize sº
fluorescence values off the standard curve, and ultimately output the response
function both in calibrated fluorescence units and normalized to a maximal value.

clear
% -------------------------------- CALIBRATION BEADS --------------------------------

% Each position in each array corresponds to properties of A, B, C, D, E
stdx = [2 9.1 48 246 777]; % Manufacturer percentages of beads

beadfiles = {"Calibration—450 V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE.fcs',
'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE.fcs'] ;

beadfiles2 = {"Calibration-450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE
end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450 V_ABCDE end. fos', 'Calibration—450
V_ABCDE end. fos' };

% Beads - FSC, SSC hard gating limits [flow cytometry fluor. units]
bfcSmin = 3.5e4;
bfcsmax = 5e4; * ,

bsscnin = 1.5e5; T
bSScmax = 2.3es; ~

º
% Fluorescence limits for each calibration bead * *

bgfpmin = [1e2 6e2 3e3 2e3 7e4];
bgfpmax = [5.5e2 2e3 9e3 5e4 2e5]; º

% Flags for displaying FSC, SSC plots sº
dispcalibr = 'yes';

-

dispfacs = 'yes'; () )
dispfacs80 = 'yes';

% ----------------------------------- PARAMETERS ------------------------------------ º
directory = '/Users/flam/chromatin/FACS/05-15-06 Pi titration (18 hr)";

-

GFPminushap = 'Calibration—450 V_57 10 mM Pi.fcs';
GFPminusdip = 'Calibration—450 V_2176 10 mM Pi.fcs';

savefile = '05-15-06data"; ■ ºlº

% Autofluorescence - FSC, SSC hard gating limits [flow cytometry fluor. units] Y

backfscnin = 3e4; > º

backfscnax = 6.5e4; Sº
backsscnin = 1e4;

-

backsscImax = 4.e4; * *

dipscaling = 1.5; *-* *

2, 1
isdiploid = [0, 0, 1, 1]; *.
strain = {"1903', '1907', '1910", "1922'3; o,
pho&0 = {' 1905 10 mM.fcs', ' 1908 10 mM. fos', ' 1912 10 mM. fos', ' 1924 10 - *
mM. fos'] ;

pho&0gfpmin = [1e3, 1e3, 3e3, 1e3]; º
*-
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º
-º

Pi = [1, 10 50 100 500 1000 5000 10000 50000]; –2
suffix = {' 0 um. fos', '-10 ulº■ .fcs', '-50 uM. fos', '-100 uM. fos', ' 500 uM.fcs', '-1 ->
mM. fos', '-5 mM. fos', '-10 mM. fos', '-50 mM. fos'] ; sº

-*.

% Sample - FSC, SSC adaptive gating limits [flow cytometry fluor. units] * (*
fosmin = 4.e4;

---

fosmax = 13e4; º
sscnin = 1e4; º,
sscnax = 7e4;

% Display
serange = [0.1 200];
medcolor = [0 Ø 0];
fontsiz = 16;
tickangle = 40;
xtick = [0 1e1 1e2 1e3 1e4 1e5];
zeroypos = 0.7;
xlab = "P_i [\muM]";
ylabfract = "Fraction \itpho&0\rm \Delta';
ylabfluor = 'Calibrated [% fluor]";
% ---------------------------------- STANDARD CURVE ---------------------------------

stacurve(1, :) = polyfacsbeadfit(stdz, directory, beadfiles, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscnin,
bsscnax, bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr);

stacurve(2, ; ) = polyfacsbeadfit(stdz, directory, beadfiles2, bfcsmin, bfcsmax, bsscnin,
bsscnax, bgfpmin, bgfpmax, dispcalibr);

p = mean(stdcurve);

% Get autofluorescence _* -

backgrahap = forwsidegate2(GFPminushap, backfscnin, backfscmax, backsscmin, backsscnax, º'

dispcalibr); sº

backgradip = forwsidegate2(GFPminusdip, dipscaling"backfscmin, dipscaling"backfscnax, U \
dipscaling"backsscnin, dipscaling"backsscmax, dispcalibr);

º,
...t

% ------------------------------------ INTERPOLATE ---------------------------------- a
datafitted = cell(1, length(Pi)); º,
data = cell(1, length(Pi));

% Loop thru strains Yºu)
for i = 1:length(strain)

Y
% Diploid or haploid correction s
if isdiploid(i) &

backgra = backgradip;
-

mult = dipscaling; , ºr

else -\.
backgra = backgrahap; *

mult = 1; 2, 1
end º

7,
% Get pho&0 expression T -
file = [strain {i} pho&0{i}]; º
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gatedpre = forwsidegate:3(file, mult”fcsmin, mult”fcsmax, mult”sscmin,
mult”sscmax, dispfacs80);
gatedpresub = gatedpre - vectorpad(backgra, length(gatedpre));
pho&0gated = gated presub(gatedpresub >= pho&0gfpmin(i));
pho&0dist = polyval (p, pho&0gated);

pho&Ofitted median(pho&0dist);

if (stromp(dispfacs80, 'yes'))
histfacs(pho&0gated); titleG■ ile)

end

% Pi loop -----------------------------------------------------------------------
averfit = zeros(1, length(suffix));
averfitnonegs = zeros(1, length(suffix));

for j = 1: length(suffix)
file = [strain [i] suffix{j}];

% Get GFP positive samples
gatedpre = forwsidegate:3(file, mult”fcsmin, mult”fcsmax, mult”sscnin,
mult”sscnax, dispfacs);

% Subtract autofluorescence (before any kind of normalizing).
gatedpresub = gatedpre – vectorpad(backgra, length(gatedpre));

% --- DAY TO DAY CORRECTION ---
% Interpolate to standard curve [% fluorescence, bead units]
gatedfitted = polyval (p, gatedpresub);
data [j} = gated fitted(gated fitted - 0);
averfitnonegs(j) = median(data (j});

end

% Create variables to save data
eval ([' data_' strain {i} '- data; "I);
eval (['medians ' strain [i] '- averfitnonegs; 'I);
eval(['pho&0_' strain {i} '- pho&0fitted; 'ID;
eval(['pho&0data_' strain ■ i} '- pho&0dist; 'I);

% Plot median, normalized response function
figure; semilogx(Pi, averfitnonegs/averfitnonegs(1), 'kº-');
ylim([0 1.02]); set(gca, 'FontSize', fontsiz, "XTick", xtick);
titleCDstrain [i}]); xlabel(xlab); ylabel(ylabfract);
pos = get(gca, "Position');
newax = axes("Position", [pos(1) 0 pos(3) pos(2)]); set(newax, 'Visible', 'off');
t = text(0, zeroypos, '0'); set(t, 'FontSize', fontsiz);

% Plot response function, distributions
figure; denseries(serange, pho&0dist, data [1:end}); hold on
h = plot3(1:floor(max(xlim)), [pho80fitted, averfitnonegs],
ones(1, floor(max(xlim))), 'ko-');
set(h, 'MarkerFaceColor', medcolor);
set(gca, 'FontSize', fontsiz, "XTick',1:length(get(h, 'XData')));
titleCDstrain {i}]); xlabel(xlab); ylabel(ylabfluor);
set(gca, 'XTickLabel', str2mat("pho&0', '0', num2str(Pi(2:end)', '%-5d")));
xticklabel_rotate([], tickangle);
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% Save figure -------------------------------------------------------------------
tmp = '';
while strcmp(tmp, '')

tmp = input(['\nSave Figure ' num2str(gcf) " as pa■ ? (y/n): 'I', 's');
end

if strcmp(tmp, 'y')
eval(['print -dpdf " strain {i} 'series']);
disp([char(10) 'Figure saved!' char(10)])

else
dispC[char(10) 'Figure NOT saved.' char(10)])

end
end

% ------------------------------------- SAVE WARS -----------------------------------

tmp = '';
while strcmp(tmp, '')

tmp = input(['\nSave data to file "' savefile ".mat"? (y/n): 'I', 's');
end

if strcmp(tmp, 'y')
eval(["save ' savefile " Pi data_* medians_* pho&0_* pho&0data_*'I);
disp([char(10) 'Data saved!' char(10)])

else

disp([char(10) 'Data NOT saved.' char(10)])
end
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vectorpad.m. Lengthens a vector of data to an arbitrary length with randomized
members of itself to preserve the distribution shape. Used for numerically
subtracting out autofluorescence from distribution measurements of transcriptional
reporter strains.

function out = vectorpad(input, size)
%

%VECTORPAD(INPUT, SIZE) - Pad 1-D INPUT array to target length SIZE (a scalar) with
% randomized members from itself to preserve the distribution shape.
% If SIZE is smaller than the length of INPUT, vectorpad will return a *randomly
% permuted” and truncated version of INPUT.
%
%F. Lam - 3.10.06

cursor = length(input);

% Resize array to target size
if (cursor < size)

input(end--1: size) = 0;
while (cursor < size)

if (size - cursor > cursor)
shuffle = randperm(cursor);
input(cursor-1 : cursor”2) = input(shuffle);

% Move cursor up
cursor = cursor”2;

else

shuffle = randperm(size-cursor);
input(cursor-1 : size) = input(shuffle);
cursor = size;

end
end

Out = input;
else

shuffle = randperm(cursor);
Out = input(shuffle(1: size));

end
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weightedlinefit.m. Support function called by polyfacsbeadfit.m that performs the
weighted least-squares by setting up the guess parameters and defining the error
function for passing to the optimization routine.

function out = weightedlinefit(x, y, weights)

% Guess a, b for fit to line y = ax + b
a = (y(end) - y(1)) / (x(end) - x(1));
b = y(1) - a . * x(1);

% Introduce weights to residuals here:
% Inverse scale the errors (eg. , the x=1 point will have equal
% weight in the least-squares as the x=1e4 point)
weights = 1 . / x;

% No weights
%weights = ones(size(x));

out = lsanonlin(ëline, [a bl, [], [], optimset('Display', 'off'), x, y, weights);

% ---------- Error function: outputs vector of residuals
function residuals = line(params, x, y, weights)

fit = params(1) . * x + params(2);
residuals = (fit – y) . * weights;
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